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As long as you weren’t one of the unfortunates unable
to get away over the Bank Holiday weekend, the BA IT
meltdown must have felt like a godsend to IT resellers
hoping to persuade customers of the importance of
investment in equipment and infrastructure – until it was
rumoured that the power outage wasn’t caused by an IT or
software failure, but by our old friend human error, in this
case an IT contractor who pulled a plug at just the wrong
time. Oh well, at least you can sell them a Brother labeller
to print ‘Do not unplug’ labels.
Whatever the true cause of the IT meltdown, it did serve
as a reminder of the vulnerability of many IT systems and
the high cost of failure. In time, BA’s estimated final bill
of £100 million to £150 million might be considered
modest compared to fines levied on organisations that
find themselves in breach of GDPR regulations, whether as
a result of hackers, IT contractor errors or system failure.
With the clock ticking down to next year’s deadline, many
organisations are leaving it dangerously late to put their
house in order. According to research by NetApp (see page
6), 73% of European CIOs and IT managers are concerned
that their organisation might not be able to meet the deadline
for compliance. Yet still, only 37% have invested extra funds
to help them achieve it.
The importance of resilience is one of the attractions of
switching to hosted telephony. Instead of having to install
separate network connections to different BT exchanges on
your own premises, a hosted system like Samsung Hosted
(see page 18) should provide resilience and geo-redundancy
as part of the service. An added benefit of Samsung’s new
solution is that it fully integrates smartphones, with endto-end security provided by the company’s KNOX security
system. This has the potential to be a real differentiator for
resellers of the product. As BA also learnt over the Bank
Holiday weekend, when something goes wrong it is essential
that you keep customers informed, and for that you need a
reliable and secure communications system.
James Goulding
Editor, Jamesg@binfo.co.uk
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Time for resellers to court line of business
managers, says CompTIA
IT resellers and distributors need to
adapt their business models to take into
account the greater influence that non-IT
executives, such as marketing and sales
professionals, are having on technology
evaluations and purchases, warns
technology association CompTIA in a new
report, Considering the New IT Buyer.
In a survey of 675 US businesses, 52%
said that in the last 12 month business
unit budgets had been used to pay for
technology purchases; 45% said that ideas
about technology had come from different
areas of the organisation; and 36%
said more executives are involved in the
decision-making process.
More than one quarter (27%) said that
final decisions on technology purchases
were now made by individuals or groups
other than the IT department.
Carolyn April, senior director, industry
analysis at CompTIA, said: “CIOs and
information technology (IT) teams remain
involved in the process, as their expertise
and experience is valued. But business lines
are clearly flexing their muscles. It’s another
strong signal that technology has shifted
from a supporting function for business to a
strategic asset.”
She added: “Lines of business have
little knowledge or interaction with the
channel. It’s incumbent on the channel to

Carolyn April

London has the largest tech community
in the UK and Ireland, but Dublin has
the greatest density. According to Stack
Overflow’s Q1 Developer Ecosystem Report,
developers make up 9% of the workforce
in Dublin, 7.7% of the workforce in London
and 7.1% of the workforce in Edinburgh.
Despite its reputation as a major tech hub,
Cambridge only just scraped into the top
ten, with developers making up 3.8% of the
city’s working population.
www.stackoverflowbusiness.com
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Mid-market companies are bucking the
UK trend for lower IT budgets, claims
Node4, despite lack of confidence in the
UK’s economic prospects.
Its report, Mid-market IT priorities 2017,
reveals that 77% of decision-makers in
companies with a turnover of £15m to
£800m expect to see an IT budget increase
in 2017: 35% are looking forward to a rise
of 5-10%, with a further 22% anticipating
an increase of over 10%.
Hosted and cloud-based
services will consume
a significant share of
MID-MARKET IT
PRIORITIES IN 2017
mid-market IT budgets
in 2017. Infrastructure
as a Service (20%) and
Managed Security as a
Service (16%) are the
top two cloud spending
priorities, followed by
Managed Services (12%)
and Disaster Recovery as a
Service (11%).
Overall business
confidence in the mid-market is weak, with
just 18% of respondents feeling optimistic
about their organisation’s prospects in
2017 and 81% viewing challenges thrown
up by Brexit as a medium or high priority.
www.node4.co.uk

How mid-market companies are investing
in IT infrastructure and cloud services to drive
growth in a challenging business climate

get their faces in front of line of business
leaders. They need to speak the language
of business because this new generation
of buyers doesn’t want to hear about the
technical implications of their purchases.
Channel partners need to position
themselves as consultants and service
providers who can help customers make
informed decisions about what they buy.”
A separate CompTIA study has identified
a growing trend for lines of business to staff
their departments with technology-oriented
job roles, from data scientists and business
analysts to software developers and social
media managers.

UK wasting billions on failed
Agile IT projects

Developer density highest in
Dublin

Mid-market IT budgets
to rise

British business is set to waste an
estimated £37 billion on failed Agile
IT projects over the course of the next
12 months, claims independent IT
consultancy 6point6.
An Agile Agenda: How CIOs Can
Navigate The Post-Agile Era reveals
that 12% of Agile projects are failing
completely. Over half (53%) of CIOs
regard Agile development as ‘discredited’
and 75% are no longer prepared to
defend it.
Chris Porter, CTO and co-founder of
6point6, said: “This is a conservative
estimate. We’ve only looked at Agile
IT projects that fail completely. This
doesn’t include the waste involved in
Agile projects that fail only partially.UK
and US CIOs now estimate that nearly
a third (32%) of Agile projects fail to
some degree. The failure to apply Agile
effectively is a huge problem for the UK.”
www.6point6.co.uk

UK RESEARCH-BASED STUDY 2017

UK cloud adoption rate
reaches 88%
Cloud penetration in the UK now stands
at 88%, with 67% of organisations
expecting to increase their adoption
of cloud services over the coming
year, reveals new analysis by the Cloud
Industry Forum (CIF).
However, concerns over data privacy
(62%) and budgeting constraints (35%)
mean that a ‘cloud-everything’ model is still
not feasible for all organisations.
A survey of 250 decision-makers in
public and private sector organisations
shows that the overall cloud adoption rate
has risen by 83% since 2010, with an
increase of 5% in the last year.
There has been a significant rise in
cloud usage by small businesses and
public sector organisations, with the cloud
adoption rate now standing at 82% for both
groups, up from 54% and 62% a year ago.
Most respondents (58%) say their
organisation has a hybrid approach to IT,
though 54% think their entire IT estate will
eventually move to remotely hosted cloud
services; 8% of the smallest organisations
in the sample have already made this
transition. www.cloudindustryforum.org
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Technology to transform shopping experience
Retail stores of the future will still have
human sales assistants, but the shopping
experience will be radically different due
to greater use of technology.
Seven out of 10 shop workers surveyed
by Epson believe technology will never
replace personal interaction in shops, but
they do admit that it
will revolutionise the
customer experience.
For example,
60% believe
Augmented Reality
will be used to
simulate products
in any environment,
helping customers
make purchasing
decisions. More than half (57%)
agree that wearable devices, such as

smart glasses and wristbands, will enable
retailers to enhance their service and
personalise recommendations.
Other findings include:
n 40% think stores will no longer hold
stock, but will instead produce customised
products on demand;
n 67% expect automatic ID of customers
so that brands can provide ultrapersonalised shopping experiences;
n 62% think the same technology will lead
to greater levels of security;
n 55% think there will be automatic
transactions, perhaps facilitated by mobile
POS systems;
n 36% think virtual shop assistants
equipped with advanced artificial
intelligence will help provide a faster and
better service.
www.epson.co.uk

Fixing IT problems could save SMEs millions of hours
Brother UK is encouraging channel
partners to make productivity gains
central to how they sell to small and
medium-sized businesses, following
research showing that simply by fixing
everyday IT problems they could save
UK SMEs as many as 5 million working
hours every week.
Three quarters (75%) of business
leaders surveyed for the company estimate
that each of their employees spends one
to two hours per week in front of frozen
Phil Jones MBE computer screens; 71% believe employees
waste a similar amount of time dealing
with faulty printers.
Phil Jones MBE, Managing Director
of Brother UK, said: “Productivity is a big

issue for ambitious SMEs. Millions of hours
of employee time are wasted through IT
errors that have, wrongly, become part of
the working day. Fixing these issues can
deliver quick and long-term productivity
wins that improve staff morale, as well as
benefiting the balance sheet. The trick is to
preserve a small amount of time to look for
the seemingly inconsequential things that
waste time.”
Common time-wasters highlighted by
the research include the inability to find
documents on a server or as hard copies
(28%); printer problems (21%); other
business equipment failures (21%); and
computer crashes (20%).
www.brother.co.uk

New IoT report guides
companies to digital
transformation
IoT solutions provider Telenor Connexion
has produced a report explaining how
businesses can make the transition from
a product-based to a services-based
business model.
From product to a connected productas-a-service answers key questions
including: What are the main benefits
to the company and its customers?;
What are the key considerations and
challenges in the process?; and What are
the best practices to ensure a successful
transformation?.
Telenor Connexion CEO Mats Lundquist
said: “Transforming a company’s business
model from a traditional product into an
IoT-enabled product-as-a-service can
be challenging from an organisational
perspective. It requires a shift in mindset
and impacts strategy, processes, people
and technology. The biggest barrier to a
company’s digital transformation is lack of
knowledge. Our established step-by-step
method will guide companies through the
whole process.”

Mats Lundquist

GDPR: no time to lose
With less than a year until the deadline
for General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) compliance, 73% of European
CIOs and IT managers are concerned
that their organisation might not be
able to meet the time-scale.
A survey of 750 CIOs and IT managers
from France, Germany and the UK by NetApp
also highlights a worrying lack of urgency
ahead of the May 25, 2018 deadline, with
only 37% of respondents having invested
extra funds in data regulation compliance.
NetApp warns that many business
managers remain ignorant of their
responsibilities. Of the UK respondents only
12% say they fully understand what GDPR
involves and just 17% have hired personnel
Sheila Fitzpatrick with data protection expertise.
NetApp points out that while the
originator of data remains its owner, under
6

GDPR anyone who processes that data is
also responsible.
However, 51% of the survey respondents
say responsibility for compliance rests with
the company that produces the data; 46%
say it lies in the hands of the company
that processes the data; and 37% believe
responsibility for data compliance is in the
hands of third-party cloud providers. In fact,
all parties will be individually responsible
for the data they handle.
Sheila Fitzpatrick, Worldwide Data
Governance & Privacy Counsel/Chief
Privacy Officer at NetApp, warns that with
the prospect of big fines for missing the
deadline, businesses must take action now.
She said: “We have entered the final
year of preparation before the GDPR
deadline on 25th May 2018. Businesses
need to act now to ensure they are

compliant in this timeframe, or be at risk
of fines of up to €20m, or 4% of global
annual turnover, whichever is higher.
“Brexit and the outcome of elections
will have little to no impact on whether UK
businesses need to comply with GDPR. It
applies to any business that comes into
contact with data on an EU citizen. As such,
companies of all sizes need to take an active
look at what data they hold, what they use
it for and where it’s stored. They can then
use this insight to conduct a comprehensive
review of data privacy policies, consents,
processes and so on to ensure they are
meeting the minimum legal requirements.
“GDPR isn’t a ‘nice to have’, it’s a legal
requirement. Companies have 365 days to
become compliant, or face the potentially
grave consequences when GDPR comes
into effect.” www.netapp.com

01732 759725
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Rigid working practices a drain on productivity
employee productivity, both inside (71%)
Konica Minolta’s new report, The Digital
Workplace Initiative, identifies inefficient and outside (71%) the office, followed by
cost reductions (60%).
technology as a productivity drain, along
Konica Minolta claims
with rigid working practices.
that by the end of 2016,
Based on a survey of 100
THE DIGITAL
89% of businesses had
senior IT decision-makers and
WORKPLACE
INITIATIVE
invested in a DWI of some
1,000 office workers across the
description, with the average
UK, the report reveals how small
amount invested rising from
distractions, computer problems
£958,824 at the start of
and the difficulty of accessing
the year to £3,229,167 at
data when working away from
its end.
one’s desk all contribute to lost
The top three reasons
productivity for UK businesses.
to initiate a DWI project
Konica Minolta points out
are to enable effective
that these problems can be
mobile working (62%); to enable effective
overcome by investing in Digital Workplace
remote working (56%) and to improve
Initiatives (DWI) to change how technology,
collaboration (49%). Nearly half (47%) of
people and the workplace interact.
IT decision-makers expect to see a return
Nearly three quarters of respondents
on investment (ROI) within three years.
said that the strongest driver for
digital.konicaminolta.co.uk.
implementing a DWI was to increase
OPTIMISED END-TO-END
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

IT skills gap holding back digital transformation
More than half (57%) of companies are rethinking their business models due to
advances in technology, such as AI, automation and data analytics, claim Nimbus
Ninety and Ensono, a cloud solutions and hybrid IT services provider.
Almost half (43%) of UK business decision-makers surveyed cited keeping pace with
changing technology as the most significant business challenge for the year ahead.
This is reflected in spending priorities for 2017, which include investment in
infrastructure and processes to support new applications. Cloud (44%), infrastructure
(43%) and agile transformation (35%) are three of the top five priorities.
The survey also highlighted a worrying skills gap, with only 35% of organisations
having the skill set needed to manage their digital transformation. To plug this gap, 41%
are working with a solutions vendor and more than a third are working with a consultancy
or design agency. www.ensono.com

Retailers
invest in IoT
Retailers are investing in Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies to simplify,
enliven and customise the shopping
experience. Zebra’s 2017 Retail Vision
Study shows that:
n 77% of retail firms plan to use ‘real-time
visibility’ in their supply chain to greatly
reduce the risk of items being out of stock,
with RFID platforms capable of boosting
inventory accuracy by 95%;
n 25% plan to equip staff with mobile
point-of-sale devices by 2021 to allow
payment from anywhere in the store and to
reduce queueing;
n 77% aim to make use of systems that
show when specific customers are in-store
so that they can customise their visit on
arrival;
n 75% are looking into technology that
analyses a customer’s in-store movements,
so that they can provide real-time offers
depending on where they linger longest or
despatch a store assistant to serve them;
n 78% consider it ‘important’ or ‘businesscritical’ to integrate e-commerce and the
in-store experience. www.zebra.com

Increased productivity not lower headcount is main benefit of process automation
Robotic process automation (RPA)
is enabling companies to realise
significant productivity gains, but it
is not yet leading to broad job losses,
according to a new study by global
technology research and advisory firm
Information Services Group (ISG).
The latest ISG Automation Index
report claims that RPA offers businesses
a rapid, low-cost way to automate basic,
rules-based business processes without
the need to re-engineer them. It enables
enterprises to execute business processes
five to ten times faster and reduce
resource requirements by 37%.
ISG data show the average full-time
equivalent (FTE) reduction from RPA ranges
from 43% for order-to-cash processes
(billing, cash application, credit, collections
and pricing) to 32% for hire-to-retire HR
processes (benefits, payroll, recruiting
and talent management, and vendor
management systems).
Stanton Jones, director and principal
analyst at ISG Research and co-author

technologyreseller.co.uk

of the report, says that instead of leading
to job losses, the productivity gains have
enabled businesses to redeploy employees
to handle higher value tasks and/or a
greater volume of work.
He said: “In nearly every scenario we
analysed, increased productivity through
task automation stands out as the most
important change – not job loss. Humans are
working alongside software robots, be they
virtual agents or engineers, to increase their
ability to take more customer calls, resolve
more service desk tickets and process more
invoices. This improved productivity is seeing
important downstream effects: increasing
operational speed and scalability, improving
compliance and avoiding future costs.”
ISG predicts that by 2019, 72% of
organisations will be piloting or using RPA
to automate support functions. Because IT
service providers are already introducing
automation into their offerings, IT is currently
the business function most impacted by
automation.
Jones said: “Nearly every IT outsourcing

vendor is introducing some form of
automation into its services. Vendors are
doing this most commonly with autonomics
software, which automates standard
operating procedures and correlates data
to improve these procedures over time.
Whereas, in the past, enterprise clients could
expect a 5 to 10% productivity improvement
in their outsourcing contracts after two years,
we now see examples in which enterprises
are realising a 40 to 140% improvement
over the same time period.”
According to the report, productivity
improvements range from 24% for user
support to 143% for network voice devices.
As productivity improves, costs are declining
as fewer people are needed to manage a
service, especially in areas where software
is replacing hardware.
ISG says double-digit cost reductions
are being seen across all major service
towers, with network and email management
services showing the sharpest cost
reductions of 64% and 71% respectively.
www.isg-one.com

Education
gap
Research
byJobsite
suggests
that lack of
education could
be the reason
why basic IT
problems waste
so much time.
It surveyed
1,000 office
workers and
found that 85%
did not know
how to resolve
even basic tech
problems. The
most common
problems
experienced
are crashed
computers
(51%), email
going down
(44%) and
being locked
out of the
system (41%).
www.jobsite.
co.uk/
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BetaDMS to distribute Samsung LFDs

Beta Digital Media Solutions (BetaDMS),
part of Beta Distribution, has agreed a
deal to provide Samsung large format

displays (LFDs) with additional services,
such as in-house content creation,
delivery and management.
The partnership will enable BetaDMS
resellers to generate extra revenue by
offering a full digital signage service to
customers instead of just hardware.
BetaDMS managing director Joel
Chimoindes said: “Nowadays, just selling
a screen is not enough. Businesses have a
lot to say and for many organisations, large
or small, digital signage is the best way of
getting that message over to their target
audience.” www.betadistribution.com

Sales surge for headsets
Nimans reports a 15% spike in demand for Bluetooth-enabled headsets since the
penalty for using a mobile phone while driving was increased to six points and a
£200 fine.
Headset business manager Jason Welsh said: “In the opening few weeks since the
legislation came into force Nimans experienced a sharp rise in demand for headset
devices from resellers. Many of today’s Bluetooth headsets offer much more than
just standard voice functionality as they are an inherent part of the overall Unified
Communications mix. For example, they can provide presence capabilities via Skype
For Business, so a colleague in the office knows instantly if the wearer is available to
take a call.” www.nimans.net

ScanSource Imago in a
huddle with Vaddio
ScanSource Imago, the valueadded distributor of video and voice
communications equipment and
services, has signed a distribution
agreement with Vaddio, a manufacturer
of pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras, AV and
videoconferencing systems.
The deal will enable ScanSource Imago
to meet growing demand from the reseller
channel for flexible ‘huddle room’ solutions
supported by Vaddio’s video-conferencing
products.
These include specialist PTZ cameras
for conferencing, lecture capture and
general AV, as well as enterprise-class video
collaboration and bridging systems.
ScanSource Imago will also deliver
value-added services and support,
including education and training, technical
support and marketing support.
www.scansource.com
Aaron Thorogood

Azlan to ease the transition to managed services
Azlan Technology Solutions, Tech Data
Europe’s specialist brand for value-added
distribution of enterprise networking,
server, storage and software solutions,
is launching a program to help partners
make the transition to solutions, services
and cloud-led business models.
The Azlan Technology Solutions
Mentori Program provides practical advice
on moving from business models that
depend largely on revenue from hardware
sales and software licensing to ones that
generate recurring managed services and
cloud subscription income, plus additional
Stephen Cant revenue from selling new technologies,
such as hybrid infrastructure, converged
and composable systems, mobility and
security solutions.
The programme was developed
in collaboration with specialists from
CompTIA, EuroLAN, IDC, TSIA and Service
Leadership who will provide partners with
mentoring support in key areas such as
defining a growth strategy and blueprint,
building a cloud and services proposition
and developing systems and processes.
Every partner on the program will be
given a tailored transition path and access
to executive coaching and other resources
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over a 12-month cycle.
Stephen Cant, director of Enterprise,
Infrastructure and Communications
EMEA for Azlan Technology Solutions,
said: “Partners are keenly aware of the
need to set a new direction for their
business and adopt a solutions, cloud
and services-oriented approach that will
deliver predictable and profitable growth.
The Azlan Technology Solutions Mentori
Program will not only show them how
they can change, it will give them access
to real tools and subject matter experts
to accelerate their transformation, and
provide them with constant business
support as they do.”
He added that the programme would
help resellers align their strategies with the
direction now being taken by key vendors.
“Major enterprise vendors, such as HPE –
as illustrated by its acquisition of Nimble
Storage – are now very much moving
towards a hybrid infrastructure approach
that embraces cloud, mobility, softwaredefined, intelligent edge and advanced
security solutions. Being on the Mentori
Program will enable resellers to build their
capabilities and move their businesses in
the same direction.”

Midwich appoints Samsung
Interactive Specialist
Following its appointment as the exclusive
distribution partner of Samsung E-board
Interactive products in the UK and EIRE,
Midwich Group has made Aaron Thorogood
its new External Samsung Interactive
Specialist. Aaron has spent the last two
and a half years in Midwich’s External
Sales account management team.
www.midwich.com

Aegex launches European
distribution channel
Aegex Technologies LLC has appointed
ScanSource to distribute its products
in Europe, including the Aegex10
Intrinsically Safe Tablet and the Aegex
IoT Platform for Hazardous Locations. As
well as supplying existing Aegex resellers,
ScanSource will offer Aegex products
through a variety of online channels,
including the ScanSource website,
ScanSource e-catalogue, ScanSource
Showpad app and PartnerPAD managed
tablet solution. http://aegex.com

01732 759725
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Tripling up
Nimans and Unify, the Atos brand for
communications software and services,
have unveiled a marketing tool designed
to help resellers increase revenue,
enhance demand generation and break
into the communications market.
‘Triple Play’, which can be hosted
on a partner’s own website, provides a
three-step process for choosing the right
communications solution based on choosing
a platform, a deployment model (cloud, on
premise or hybrid) and a payment model.
Marcus Yates, Unify Solutions Business
Manager at Nimans, said: “Triple Play plays
into the digital buyer journey of today,
where it’s estimated 85% of small business
owners begin the buying process in a digital

Double your credit limit
Exertis has launched a new credit initiative
that will allow a select number of SMB
accounts to double their current limit. The
additional credit line could be worth up to
£20 million, with the possibility of a further
extension if required.
Mark Reynolds, Exertis B2B sales and
commercial director, said: “Our aim is to
provide our resellers with a credit limit
that can help them win and grow their
business, safe in the knowledge that they
have the financial resource to support it. By
working with our credit insurers, we are in a
position to double the facility for over 1,600
resellers and extend that further if they
remain within our usual credit terms.”
Contact your account manager for
further details. www.exertis.co.uk

Name change for
Exertis AV division
Exertis has changed the name of its AV
division to Exertis Medium, following its
acquisition and integration of Medium UK
Ltd, a specialist audio-visual distributor
of projectors, flat panel displays,
interactive systems and digital signage.
Ian Sempers, Medium MD, said:
“Retaining the Medium name recognises
the excellent reputation the company has
gained in the market for providing specialist
AV solutions and is a clear message
to vendors and customers that we will
continue to offer the same services and
support that they have previously enjoyed,
enhanced by the additional products,
resources and reach of Exertis.
“Our concept of ‘AV for all sizes’
demonstrates our ability to provide our
customers with anything from a simple
cable to a large format display, from a
single product to a complex AV solution.”
www.exertis.co.uk
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Tech Data strengthens its IoT
offering

Marcus Yates

environment. Triple Play enables partners to
capture those buyer prospects during the
early stage of their online research.”

New leadership team for
ScanSoure Imago
ScanSource Communications and Imago
ScanSource have put in place a new
leadership team to further integrate the
two businesses, now operating under the
name ScanSource Imago.
n Paul Emery, Vice President, UK and Ireland,
will be responsible for ScanSource Imago’s
sales operations in the UK and Ireland;
n John Vickerage has been named Area Vice
President of Northern Europe, with overall
responsibility for sales in DACH, Benelux,
Nordics, Baltics and Eastern Europe;
n Nicolas Jouan has been appointed Area
Vice President of Southern Europe, with
responsibility for sales in France; and
n Phil Boyd, as Vice President of
Merchandising, will lead teams responsible
for managing vendor relationships.
ScanSource acquired Imago, Europe’s
leading value-added distributor of video
and voice communications equipment and
services in 2014. Integration of the two
companies will give resellers access to
more communications solutions – voice,
video and data products – and value-added
services from a single source.
www.scansourceimago.com

Tech Data Europe has launched a panEuropean distribution agreement with
Keonn Technologies, a manufacturer
of RFID hardware and software used
in Internet of Things (IoT) solutions for
retail, logistics and asset management.
Keonn’s products are now part of Tech
Data’s SmartForce IoT portfolio of validated,
end-to-end solutions for systems integrators
and service providers.
Victor Paradell, vice president of Tech
Data Smart IoT & Analytics, EMEA, said:
“Tech Data’s Smart IoT Solutions practice
is focused on developing solutions that
cut through the perceived complexity of
IoT and enable our channel partners to
access and grow with this fast-emerging and
transformational market opportunity. In the
retail sector alone, analysts are predicting
IoT solutions could be worth up to $1.16
trillion by 2025*.”
www.techdata.com
*McKinsey Global Institute (June 2015) Unlocking the
Power of the Internet of Things.

On the up
Lyreco has installed a 12 metre high vertical storage solution
at its National Distribution Centre. Comprising three Kardex
XP500 machines, the automated storage solution lets Lyreco
exploit previously unused vertical space for storage.

Tech Data brings new BlackBerry
to the channel
Tech Data Mobile has signed a distribution agreement
with TCL Communication to bring the new BlackBerry
KEYone to the channel in the UK and Ireland.
David Nelson, Head of Dealer Sales at Tech Data Mobile
UK and Ireland, said: “We are very excited to be giving
our customers the opportunity to take the new BlackBerry
KEYone smartphone to market. This is, as TCL puts it,
‘distinctly different and distinctly BlackBerry’. It is a great
opportunity for Tech Data and for mobile resellers, retailers
and network operators to offer something genuinely different
and attractive.” www.techdata.co.uk
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Microsoft adds more Surface Hub partners
Microsoft has added 15 more resellers to the
Microsoft Surface Hub partner programme
in response to strong demand for its
collaboration solution. Available in 55- and
84-inch versions, the Microsoft Surface Hub
enables multiple people to work on-screen
at the same time or collaborate remotely
using Microsoft services, such as Skype for
Business.
www.microsoft.com

Reichelt prepares for further European expansion
Online electronics retailer, reichelt
elektronik, has opened a new logistics
centre in Sande, Germany, increasing its
warehouse logistics capacity to 150,000
items.
The extra capacity will support the
company’s ongoing overseas expansion,
which has already taken in Austria,
Switzerland, the UK (in 2016) and, most
recently, France.
Ulf Timmermann, managing director of
reichelt elektronik, said: “Our successes in
Austria, Switzerland and the UK show us that
our concept of high quality at fair prices and

short delivery times is well received outside
Germany. The opening of the logistics centre
forms the basis for further development of
the company.” www.reichelt.com

Strong performance for
CCS Media
CCS Media has reported a 27% rise in
first quarter sales to £43 million, up
from £34 million in Q1 2016.
The IT reseller reports year-on-year
growth of more than 20% for all core
product groups, with Software and
Advanced Engineering Services performing
particularly well, with year-on-year sales
growth of 45% and 80% respectively. The
average spend per customer grew by 32%.
Terry Betts, managing director of
CCS Media, said: “We are both proud
and pleased with our performance this
quarter. Our performance is in line with our
expectations and we remain on track to
deliver on our outlook for the year.”
www.ccsmedia.com

Ulf Timmermann

Enhanced Entanet quoting tool

Paul North

Wholesale connectivity provider Entanet has released an enhanced version of its
Ethernet Quoting Tool (EQT), with additional bandwidth options from a select group of
trusted carriers.
In addition to existing options of up to 100Mbps, resellers can now get immediate
quotes for 200Mbps, 300Mbps, 400Mbps and 500Mbps leased lines on 1Gbps bearers.
For added convenience, they can add multiple options to each quotation, rather than
having to generate separate quotes for each.
Accessed from within the synergi portal, the Entanet EQT presents resellers with a single
page, from which they can choose the bandwidth, bearer size and contract term required
(between one and three years). A backup service and PSTN line can be added if required.
Entanet Sales Manager Paul North explains that the new bandwidth options have been
added to meet growing demand.
He said: “We’ve seen an increased number of requests for 200Mbps, 300Mbps or
more on 1Gbps bearers in recent months. We could provide these before, of course, but
they weren’t on the quoting tool, which we have always wanted to keep as simple as
possible. The desire for higher bandwidth is being driven by increased use of the cloud
and digital transformation, both of which are raising awareness of just how important
connectivity is for organisations that depend entirely on their digital systems.”
To keep things simple, Entanet works with a select number of carriers that it knows to
be fast and dependable from both a provisioning and a service delivery perspective.

Build it and they will come
More than 500 people toured the new
headquarters of IT@Spectrum and The
One Point in the three months after the
two partners issued an open invitation for
customers and prospects to visit The View.
The £2.75 million building located on the
Bridgehead business park in East Yorkshire
combines state-of-the-art technology,
working practices and office design.
www.itatspectrum.co.uk
www.theonepoint.co.uk
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Channel Telecom celebrates
an ‘incredible’ six months
Channel Telecom is celebrating an
‘incredible’ first six months of Nimbus
UC sales, including the appointment
of 50 active Nimbus UC resellers and
the installation of well over 1,000 user
licences.
Selling points include a highly
competitive pricing structure, with
licences from £2.75 and free UK calls,
and impressive features like free Skype
for Business integration and full-time
monitoring of call quality as standard.
Tim Nelson, head of IP Voice at Channel
Telecom, said: “A platform-wide deployment
of RTCP-XR means that all calls involving
Polycom and Yealink handsets are routinely
monitored. Any call in the last five days can
be examined to see how good the audio/
video portion of the call was, with each call
being given a Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
based on parameters such as packet loss,
delay and jitter.
“All this information is collated to get a
view of the whole system, averaging all the
MOS scores across thousands of calls an
hour. This overall score takes into account
the platform, internet peering and all
customer internet connectivity”.

01732 759725

‘The Logistics Engine of the Industry’
Helping you to win

Helping you to support

Endpoint Training
Workshop

Auto Provisioning
& Estate Mgt
Desktop Installation
& Training

Direct Drop-ship &
Branded Delivery Notes

Buyback

Screen Printing
Phones

Advance Replacement
& Extended Warranties

EDI - Zero Touch
Ordering
WEEE Disposal

Bonded Storage
& Virtual Warehouse

Helping you to deliver

IP Endpoint Support Service
With this ground breaking auto provisioning and lifetime management service you can:
• Access your own virtual warehouse
• Order any hosted handsets inc. Skype for Business ready
• Migrate your clients end points from one provider to another overnight

0161 925 1980
MK5108TR120417

dealersales@nimans.net

www.nimans.net
Part of the Nycomm Communications Group

Would you like to increase
your business and offer your
customers more?
... o r even just widen your portfolio of services...
QD Tech can help.
QD Tech offer a wide range of expert support services for the channel resellers
designed to help your company do more business with your customers without the
need to tie up your own resources and/or taking on more skilled engineers.
We offer channel partner support across these services:
Networking & Infrastructure

Roll Out and Deployment

Technical Consulting

Managed Resourcing & Project Teams

Cybersecurity Services

Cloud Migration & Services

We can help you deliver your proposition to your customers without the strain of
increasing your infrastructure.

If you are an IT reseller, VAR or IT support company then
call QD Tech on 0207 859 4593 or visit www.qdtech.co.uk
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Unified cloud management with Kaseya
Kaseya, a provider of IT management
solutions for managed service providers
(MSPs) and mid-market enterprises,
has enhanced its IT Complete Platform
with the launch of the Unigma Cloud
Management Suite.
A product of Kaseya’s recent acquisition
of Unigma, the suite delivers unified cloud
management capabilities that empower
MSPs to automate routine tasks and
optimise cost management through detailed

cloud utilisation analysis.
Highlights include: Cloud Manager, for
the seamless monitoring of AWS, Google
Cloud, Microsoft Azure and other public
clouds; Cloud Billing Manager, which
delivers detailed usage reports so that
MSPs can more easily invoice customers
based on individual utilisation; and Cloud
Cost Optimiser, which provides detailed cost
insights and customised cloud cost savings
analysis. www.kaseya.com

New MD for Secarma

More choice from Spitfire
Spitfire, the Internet telephony service
provider and ISP, has added TalkTalk
Business Ethernet to its supplier portfolio,
alongside existing Ethernet services
from BT Wholesale, Colt and Virgin
Media Business. Demand for high-speed
Ethernet connectivity is being driven by the
migration of applications and data storage
to the cloud with cloud-based services like
Google Apps, AWS and Microsoft Azure.
www.spitfire.co.uk

Cyber security consultancy and ethical
hacking specialist Secarma has
announced the appointment of Paul
Harris to the role of managing director.
Secarma is owned by UKFast CEO
Lawrence Jones MBE, with whom Harris
worked when he was UKFast marketing
director from 2009 to 2012.
Since then he has been UK marketing
director at global enterprise software
company Sage and co-founder of SaaS HR
service provider BrightHR.
www.secarma.co.uk

Manchester tech firm
doubles sales in four years
Hosting provider UKFast enjoyed another
year of strong growth in 2016, with
acceleration in the cloud market and
high client retention rates driving a
£5.7m increase in sales to £40 million.
Annual sales of the firm’s expanding
eCloud range of cloud solutions increased
by 40% to more than £14 million.
UKFast has doubled turnover over the
last four years, achieving a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 18.9%.
Later this year, UK Fast is expanding
into a second 40,000 sq. ft. building
adjacent to its current campus in
Manchester Science Park.
UKFast CEO Lawrence Jones MBE said:
“In October we get the keys to our new
building, which is just as well as we’ve
tripled our team in the last three years and
we’re bursting at the seams.”
In partnership with educational provider
The Dean Trust, the fast growing company
is also opening a new high school in
Manchester, focusing on digital literacy.

Buffalo ups the speed
New from Buffalo EU, a provider of network attached storage (NAS), USB storage and
networking solutions, the TeraStation 5210DF is a 2-bay NAS populated with solid-state
drives (SSD) and a built-in 10GbE-port. High-speed data transfer at speeds of more
than 550MB/s makes this the ideal external storage device for
demanding tasks such as high-definition video editing and daily
server backups. The higher shock and vibration resistance
of SSDs mean that it is suitable for use in vehicles and on
construction sites. The launch of the 5210DF coincides
with Buffalo’s latest TeraStation NAS firmware
update, featuring VMware integration and the
ability to back up to non-Buffalo devices. The
512GB version is available from £759 inc VAT
and the 2TB one from £1,479 inc VAT.

Easy expenses management
Fujitsu and Expensify are working together to streamline
expenses management for small businesses, branch
offices, remote workers and entrepeneurs.
The combination of Fujitsu ScanSnap scanners and
Expensify receipts and expenses management software
presents an easy and automated way to send receipts from a
ScanSnap directly to Expensify via the ScanSnap Cloud service.
The free ScanSnap Cloud enables users of ScanSnap
iX100 and iX500 wireless scanners to transmit scanned data
directly to their favourite cloud service, with no computer or
mobile device required.

www.westcoast.co.uk/hp_premium | 0118 912 6000
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Telecoms and IP Engineering
Solutions for Business since 1988
Brown Hare
[Lepus europaeus]

FIBRESTREAM®LITE
FTTC ETHERNET

The Brown Hare is Britain’s fastest
land mammal, reaching speeds of
up to 48 miles per hour

• £99 per month for up to
20 Mbps Up / 20 Mbps Down
• Options for up to 80 Mbps down
• For Business Quality
Converged Voice / Data
• Low latency and packet loss
• Static IP address included
• Industry Leading Support, SLAs

VSTREAM®
FTTC FIBRE BROADBAND

• £27 per month for up to
20 Mbps Up / 80 Mbps Down
• For Business Quality High
Bandwidth Data
• Static IP address included
• Free Connection and Router*
• Industry Leading Support
Options

ANALOGUE LINES

The UK’s best value
business Internet access

• £10 per month
• Competitive call charges
• Industry Leading Support
Options

Whatever your budget, we have a

fast, resilient solution

Order online at
www.spitfire.co.uk

to suit your business needs.

Ask our sales team about our
range of backup options.

Spitfire Network Services Ltd:
Training TechTalks

Sales 0800 319 6010
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Insider...
The other day, I got
a recommendation
on Instagram to
follow Madrid striker
Cristiano Ronaldo.
I’m not a football fan, but out of curiosity I clicked to see how many Instagram
followers he has. The answer is just shy of 100 million. Staggering!
Years ago – other than a major television event – it would have been near impossible to
reach that many people in one moment. The real sensation is the ability for that moment
to happen spontaneously via a mobile device, in real time. It got me thinking about
influence and the massive role social media now plays in our lives.
Clearly, Ronaldo has huge influence and brands will be falling over themselves to get
him to endorse their products or services. He is a global brand, whose massive reach
causes hundreds of millions of mobile devices to buzz each time he posts a status update
on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. He has the ability to change people’s behaviour or
habits, to make or break an upcoming brand, restaurant or bar.
In the IT sector, we have to accept that people are less inclined to follow us in such
numbers; we’re more functional than emotional, which can mean low relevancy when
engaging with generic audiences.
This is not true, however, for specific customer groups.
With a little focus and investment of time, anyone can use social media to influence
others in their locality, sector or industry. Carving out a niche for yourself as an expert and
raising your profile with people who are interested in your goods or services will ultimately
enhance your reputation and your ability to influence their world.
And remember, it’s not necessarily all about the numbers.
Driving follower numbers is one thing, driving influence is quite another. It’s the
difference between having your key message delivered by a billboard at the side of road,
with potentially huge wastage, or via a vertical magazine with an engaged audience
subscribing specifically to keep their knowledge high. Two platforms doing different things
for different audiences.
Building your follower base is something you need to develop over time, by focusing
on common areas of interest. I’ve seen so many businesses get it wrong by setting a KPI
called ‘number of followers’ rather than ‘follower reach’. An easy mistake to make.
If you can build a community of engaged followers, they will do a lot of your work
for you by talking about you with others and increasing your reach organically. We had
an example recently where a LinkedIn post on our apprentice programmes was seen by
60,000 people in 48 hours, many of them our existing customers and prospects, and all
in the B2B sector.
If you do decide to go social, think quality to build your business reputation, then
quantity to build your brand equity. Quality of content first, then quality of follower. From
there, you’ll build a great audience engaged in what you’re doing and a firm foundation for
growth in the mid-term.

Panasonic demonstrates the
future of logistics
In April, Panasonic Business
showcased its future technology at the
Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC)
in Coventry, inviting over 100 guests from
some of Europe’s largest companies to
experience almost 50 solutions it has
developed for the logistics, utilities and
transportation sectors.
These included:
n The intelligent warehouse solution,
which utilises barcode scanning and
security camera technology to track
packages within a logistics hub;
n Vital sensing technology, which uses
camera technology to scan the faces of van
and HGV drivers to check their health and
whether the right person is driving;
n A fleet management system that
enables dynamic logistics planning based
on parcel number and traffic information;
n An intelligent security system based
on age and gender video analytics and
wireless video distribution; and
n The future of ‘one person train
operation’, which combines imaging,
transmission and display sub-systems to
provide digital information for driver-only
train operations.
Tony O’Brien, managing director of the
European solutions team at Panasonic
Business, said: “The fact that we had to
close the registrations for the event early
demonstrates the desire within large
organisations to find new, innovative and
efficient working practices.”
http://business.panasonic.co.uk

See you out there.
Phil Jones MBE, Managing Director, Brother UK • www.brother.co.uk
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HP Elite now available on iCreate
The Westcoast iCreate tool allows you to customise
your HP unit into a purpose-built machine
that meets every specific business or personal
requirement.
Configure around a specific component

Export quotes to Excel to upload directly into HP’s bid system

Save and name configurations for future use Explore

Recommendations of the certified HP models suited to a
customer’s application or software package

HP Elite x3
The world’s first built for business 3-in-1
device that combines PC power and
productivity with premium
smartphone capabilities.

HP Elite x2
Strikingly thin and
elegant, the Elite x2
1012 is a 2-in-1
for the mobile
workforce
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HP ElteBook Folio 1040
The sophisticated style of the
world’s thinnest 14-inch diagonal
business-class notebook complements
its innovative performance, security, and
manageability features

01732 759725

Article TiTLE

The latest addition to
the HP Premium family...

HP EliteBook x360
1030 G2
Z2W73EA#ABU
7th Generation Intel® Core™
i7-7600U processor
16 GB memory
512 GB SSD storage
13.3” diagonal Full HD ultra slim
with Corning® Gorilla® Glass touch screen
16.5 hours battery life
4G Ready
Windows 10 Pro 64

Introducing the world’s thinnest and most
secure business convertible. With 360° of
versatility across five modes, unmatched
security, and up to 16 hours and 30
minutes of battery life, it’s perfect for
wherever business or pleasure takes you.

Discover the full HP Premium Range
www.westcoast.co.uk/hp_premium
technologyreseller.co.uk
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Introducing Samsung Hosted
Samsung’s new hosted IP telephony service meets the growing need
for security, resilience and mobility, while providing resellers with
new opportunities to generate income and protect their margins
EDITOR’S CHOICE AWARD

Samsung Hosted
offers certified
security
end-to-end,
from the
datacentre to
the handset

In response to growing demand from
resellers and end users, Samsung
has launched a hosted version of its
Samsung Communication Manager IP
phone system.
Samsung Hosted combines the
flexibility of a hosted model, with the
functionality and security previously only
available from an on-premise system,
giving resellers a profitable and low
maintenance product to take to market.
Wilfred Wood, senior product manager
at Samsung Electronics UK, said: “Demand
for a Samsung hosted solution has been
growing for some time, but we resisted the
pressure to launch just another ‘me-too’
product. Instead, we took our time creating
a solution that stands out from everything
else on the market and delivers true
Samsung quality.”
He says that Samsung Hosted differs
from other solutions in three important
respects – security, resilience and mobile
integration. At a time of changing working
practices and growing concern about
cyber-attacks and the fragility of many
IT infrastructures (e.g. the recent BA IT
failure), these are key selling points that
will help resellers to stand out in the
market.
Security
Samsung Hosted offers certified security
end-to-end, from the datacentre to the
handset. SIP connections between the
customer’s premises and data centre are
secured and encrypted using TLS and
SRTP protocols. Communications with
the handsets are also secured, without
the need for VPNs or other complex
deployments. This includes Samsung
smartphones, which are protected by the
built-in KNOX security system.
Resilience
Samsung Hosted resides in multiple UK
datacentres certified to a very high level
of security (ISO 27001/2) and georedundancy (CPNI – the Centre for the
Protection of the National Infrastructure).
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SAMSUNG HOSTED

If one site or one system goes down, the
other site automatically takes over without
any break in communication. Data centres
are governed under UK law and cannot be
accessed by third parties.

move to (or from) a hosted solution at
any time, with no loss of functionality.
The phone system, the functionality,
the handsets are all the same; only the
system’s location changes.

Mobile integration
Drawing on Samsung’s leadership in
smartphone technology, Samsung Hosted
offers true, no compromise mobile
integration. Customers can use only
smartphones or only desk phones as
their handset of choice, or they can use
both. They can start with desk phones and
later add smartphones and vice versa.
Samsung Hosted supports all deployment
models. When deskphones and Samsung
smartphones are used together, they can
be fully integrated. Incoming calls can
ring on both handsets and calls can be
transferred from one to another in midconversation, with no break in the speech
path.

Expandable platform
Just like Samsung Communication
Manager, Samsung Hosted provides a
platform for additional functionality, all
hosted in the cloud.
Samsung will soon be adding CTI
functionality that links Samsung Hosted to
a customer’s computer, so that customers
can manage calls via their PC and see who
is calling before picking up the phone.
Later, it will be launching Samsung
Contact Centre as a hosted option, giving
customers the opportunity to streamline
call handling, with automatic call
distribution, skills-based call routing, selfservice options, call monitoring/recording
and automatic diallers.

Full functionality
Samsung Hosted is based on Samsung
Communication Manager (SCM) and unlike
most other hosted solutions provides all
the telephony features you would expect
from an on-premise IP PBX. This extends to
features like busy lamp fields, which show
when others on the system are on a call.
Having exactly the same feature set on
both the on-premise and hosted variations
of SCM gives customers the flexibility to

Compelling proposition
These strengths make Samsung Hosted a
compelling proposition for the wide range
of businesses that stand to benefit from
hosted IP telephony:
n Small and micro businesses with fewer
than 10 employees can acquire big system
features without any capital expenditure;
n Growing businesses can easily add or
remove users;
n Firms, such as solicitors, that have

01732 759725

IP Telephony

expanded locally can easily integrate new
offices;
n Loose confederations of organisations,
such as a network of GP surgeries in a
certain area or local schools, can use
a hosted system to reduce the need
for multiple phone systems and service
contracts;
n Enterprises with smaller sites
nationwide, e.g. a builders merchant, bank
or estate agent, can use hosted as an
alternative to having a phone system in
every location.
With the launch of Samsung
Hosted, organisations that might have
discounted hosted telephony in the past
due to security fears, such as hospitals,
Government organisations or education
providers, can now enjoy its many benefits
confident that their communications are
protected and secure.
Why Samsung
The strength of Samsung Hosted as a
product has many appealing features. For
resellers, it has many other benefits and
revenue-generating opportunities:
n An end-to-end Samsung solution,
Samsung Hosted is available with a
selection of Samsung handsets and
Samsung smartphones. Customers will
be able to add other devices, such as a
conference phone, but it is recommended
that only Samsung business-grade
handsets are used. The use of Samsung
devices optimises speech quality and
the customer experience. For resellers, it
provides an opportunity to incorporate
handsets into bespoke bundles, with the

option to upgrade, much like a mobile
phone contract.
n Samsung Hosted has a number of clear
advantages over other hosted systems.
This gives resellers the opportunity to
differentiate themselves and protect
margin. For example, other hosted
telephony providers can provide security
into and from the datacentre, but only
Samsung, through the KNOX system, can
guarantee security on mobile handsets.
n Samsung Hosted gives resellers the
opportunity to make additional sales, from
network connectivity to support voice over
IP to enhanced WiFi networks needed to
support smartphone integration. There
are also opportunities for 100% resellerowned revenue from professional services,
installation and maintenance.
n With the launch of Samsung Hosted,
resellers that in the past have used hosted
solutions from other providers will be
able to offers customers a solution from a
brand that they know and trust.
n Resellers have a choice of billing
options to suit their own requirements.
Samsung can bill the reseller for variable
charges, the lines and minutes, which they
then pass on to their customers. Or, if the
reseller doesn’t want to get involved in
billing, Samsung can bill the end customer
directly and pay a commission to the
reseller.
Samsung Hosted is the hosted IP solution
that resellers and end users have been
waiting for. To find out more about the
product and becoming a reseller, please
email wilf.wood@samsung.com.

Samsung Hosted gives resellers the opportunity to make
additional sales, from network connectivity to support
voice over IP to enhanced WiFi networks needed to support
smartphone integration.

Samsung Hosted
FOR END USERS
n Easy scalability from 1 to 3,000 extensions per site
n No capital expenditure on equipment, just a monthly
usage fee
n No requirement for on-premises equipment – all you
need is a handset and/or Samsung smartphone
n Easy integration of remote workers and other offices
n Automatic maintenance and upgrades, with no need for
site visits – it all takes place in the cloud
n Future-proof – users automatically enjoy the latest
system features
n Big system security included in the monthly fee
n Resilience – instead of having to install two systems on
your premises with two separate network connections
to different BT exchanges, everything is dealt with in the
hosted environment
n Certified security

FOR RESELLERS
n Monthly recurring fee income
n Easy provisioning via a web portal
n Reduced reseller support costs – everything is done in
the datacentre
n Opportunity for handset and smartphone sales/
upgrades
n Opportunity for upgrading customers’ WiFi network to
support smartphone deployment
n Flexibility to create a bundled service including phones,
SIP trunks and hosted telephony

technologyreseller.co.uk
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Why VoIP over VDSL is bad
for business
VoIP over VDSL could spell disaster for UK businesses, warns Spitfire in its latest whitepaper.
The whitepaper, entitled The Truth about
VDSL and VoIP, examines the issues
surrounding the use of VDSL circuits for
voice over IP services.
VDSL (Very High Speed Digital
Subscriber Line) or Fibre Broadband
is widely established in the UK and is
increasingly being used by businesses for
high speed Internet access with download
Harry Bowlby speeds of up to 80Mbps.
Joint Managing Director
However, a broadband circuit optimised
Spitfire
for Internet browsing is not necessarily the
best choice for VoIP.

Businesses that
choose a VoIP
solution without
appropriate QoS
guarantees are
gambling with
their future

No guarantees
Although call quality on VDSL circuits
may currently be acceptable, Spitfire
discourages the use of VDSL technology
for voice because it offers no guarantees
of voice quality or any route to
resolution should voice quality become
unacceptable.
Spitfire explains that to give
satisfactory voice quality, a circuit must
deliver:
n a maximum latency of 150ms end-toend (mouth-to-ear);
n packet loss of less than 1%; and
n jitter of less than 45ms.
While these technical requirements may
be met on a VDSL service most of the
time, there is no guarantee that they will
be met all or even some of the time.
Long lead times
Users wanting to upgrade to Ethernet
connectivity for VoIP can be faced with
deployment lead times of up to a year for
Ethernet circuits. Poor quality voice calls
in the interim could reflect badly on a
business and damage its reputation.
Harry Bowlby, Spitfire’s Joint Managing
Director, said: “Businesses that choose
a VoIP solution without appropriate QoS
guarantees are gambling with their future.
Should voice quality issues arise, they
may find that an acceptable solution is
unavailable or takes an unacceptable
period of time to deliver, leaving them

unable to receive a business quality
telephone service with a consequent
materially adverse effect on their trading
ability. VoIP over VDSL is a significant
potential risk to UK business.”
Lower priority
The whitepaper points out that network
usage is constantly growing, so the
problem is only likely to get worse. At the
moment, for example, priority over the
public internet is given to streaming the
explosive growth of digital TV services, such
as Amazon Prime, NOW TV and Netflix.
Other traffic may have to take lower priority
as a result. With take-up of such services
increasing, VDSL VoIP users should expect
a deteriorating service.
So what should customers choose
instead?
Spitfire offers customers its own Voice
Approved Broadband circuits for VoIP SIP

trunks. These ensure end-to-end call QoS,
with guarantees on Latency, Jitter and
Delay, both upstream and downstream.
These guarantees are not available on
VDSL broadband services.
As one of the few ISPs and fixed line
operators to offer a SIP trunk service,
Spitfire provides a complete end-toend SIP service via its own IP and TDM
infrastructure.
Graham Lewis, Spitfire Director IP
Engineering and author of The Truth
about VDSL and VoIP, said: “At Spitfire
we discourage the use of VDSL for voice
because, whilst anecdotally many people
have found it ‘good enough’, it offers no
guarantees of voice quality or any route
to resolution should voice quality become
unacceptable. Our reassurance of an endto-end service with QoS guarantees has
been a key factor in the success of Spitfire
SIP trunks for VoIP.”
www.spitfire.co.uk

To download a copy of the whitepaper and find out about these issues in more detail,
please visit www.spitfire.co.uk/products/truth-voip-fibre-broadband
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DISPLAYS

Expand your horizons
Technology Reseller publisher Neil Trim immerses himself in his work with the
benefit of a Samsung Quantum dot premium curved monitor.

EDITOR’S CHOICE AWARD
SAMSUNG CF791

From a reseller’s
perspective,
curved monitors
present a
clear sales
opportunity,
initially for roles
that have the
greatest need
for a larger
screen, such as
designers, web
site developers
and architects.

Even though the CF791 is primarily
aimed at gamers, I was curious to try
it out in the workplace to see how
applicable it is to everyday tasks and
some more demanding publishing work.
After all, the likelihood is that people will
use the screen both for work and play.
After unboxing the 34-inch monitor,
placing it on my desk and connecting
the HD cable from my Mac, I sat back in
complete admiration. The 21:9 curved
screen demands attention, not just for its
widescreen display but also for the sleek
silver bezel and stylish stand that doubles
as a cable tidy. The CF791 oozes luxury
and had the same effect on my mood as a
designer watch or new pair of shoes.
On powering it up, the benefits of the
monitor’s extra acreage were immediately
evident, with the icons that cluttered up my
old display suddenly looking insignificant
against the panoramic mountain scene
background. The value of the extra screen

space is not purely aesthetic; it is also
great for productivity.
This quickly became apparent when
doing some database cross reference work,
which involves using Excel, a web browser
and my email inbox simultaneously. The
width of the CF791 allows me to have all
three programmes open next to each other,
saving me from having to toggle between
different windows.
It is also of great value when proofing
page layouts, as the extra width makes
it possible to view two large documents
side-by-side. Unlike a dual monitor set-up,
seeing both pages on one screen ensures
colour consistency.
A third task – reviewing videobased interviews and presentations
for our websites – demonstrated how
Samsung’s curved screen really does
create a more immersive experience that
aids concentration and helps minimise
distractions – always useful in an open
plan office. It also highlighted the
impressive picture quality provided by
Samsung’s Quantum dot technology.
All in all, the Samsung CF791 has
proven itself to be a valuable workplace
asset on many levels. It looks great on any
desk; it solves the problem of desktop
clutter – built-in dual stereo speakers
eliminate the need for external speakers
and cables, while a simple connectivity
panel supports multiple inputs, including
two HDMI, a DP and two USBs; and it
handles multiple applications with ease.
This makes it a great choice for gamers

and non-gamers alike.
From a reseller’s perspective,
curved monitors present a clear sales
opportunity, initially for roles that have
the greatest need for a larger screen,
such as designers, web site developers
and architects. However, their ergonomic
properties and productivity benefits make
them an attractive option for people in
sales, marketing and administrative roles
as well – and for employers eager to attract
and retain high quality employees.
A wise, old office furniture sales pro
once said to me: “When companies buy
office furniture, they spend most of the
budget on big flashy desks and what’s left
on seating, even though it is the seat that
employees sit on all day.” It’s the same with
monitors; you can have all the computing
power and software you like, but if you use
a budget screen you won’t be able to make
the most of your computer’s capabilities.
Only by opening their minds and eyes
to a panoramic curved screen will your
customers find out what their computers
and workers are truly capable of.
www.samsung.co.uk

Panasonic enhances portable projector series
Panasonic is refreshing its high brightness portable projector series, with an array of improvements
to the devices’ connectivity, compatibility and total cost of ownership.
The six-strong PT-VZ580 range for
classrooms and corporate meeting
rooms now comes with 5,000 lumens
brightness and a more durable filter that
can be washed twice before it needs
to be replaced. This effectively doubles
filter life to around 14,000 hours.
A new plug and share
function enables users to
take a USB memory stick
and wirelessly connect
and project content without
struggling with network
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settings. The projector copies all the
relevant set-up files onto the memory
stick, before automatically running
a tool on the user’s PC that enables
straightforward connection.
Adding to the projector’s flexibility, a
new long-reach mode for DIGITAL LINK
surpasses the limitations of conventional
HDMI signals, with support for cabling up
to 150 metres long.
Thomas Vertommen, Panasonic’s
European Projector Product Marketing
Manager, said: “The network capabilities

go further than we’ve ever seen with our
portable projectors before. There’s a new
powered USB port on selected models,
supporting the use of media sticks like
Google’s Chromecast and the Amazon
Fire Stick, so there are multiple ways
users can get content up on display
incredibly quickly.”
The PT-VZ580 range is available from
June 2017.
For more information on Panasonic
Visual System Solutions please visit
business.panasonic.co.uk/visual-system

01732 759725
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Tech Data and Microsoft work
together to help you grow your
business, achieve recurring revenues
and satisfy your customers
Why Tech Data for Microsoft
Tech Data has been closely involved in the Microsoft Cloud Solutions Provider (CSP)
programme from the very start. We’ve helped scores of partners get onto the platform and
get their Microsoft cloud sales rolling.
Tech Data is a partner you can trust. We have a dedicated team of experts who can
help you with every aspect of Microsoft solutions and programmes – from Office
365, EMS, Dynamics and Azure, to the Cloud Solution Provider programme
and the intricacies of Microsoft licensing.
Partnering with Tech Data and Microsoft brings you one step closer to
becoming a trusted advisor to your customers. Grow your business,
exceed your customer’s expectations and get access to industry leading
expertise.
A dedicated team
We have a ten-strong dedicated Microsoft CSP team. This means we
can help you get the best out of your partnership. As well as specialist
product knowledge, we can support you on licensing and on CSP.
Technical Expertise
Our dedicated solutions architects can help you work through your go
to market, design, pricing and all aspects of the solution.
Professional Marketing
Tech Data can help you generate new business leads to ensure you
get your Microsoft CSP business off to the right start – and that you
can build on your initial success.

Formerly a division of Avnet

>>>
techdata.co.uk

“Microsoft has always been a partner-led company and will
always be a partner-led company. But what really drives us, what
makes it all possible, is your passion, your commitment, and your
drive to make us better” Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft

Why Microsoft Cloud?
• Microsoft is committed to providing a trusted set of cloud services. Our extensive industry
experience, customer understanding, research, and broad partnerships give us a valuable
perspective and unique ability to deliver the assurance that customers need.
• Our comprehensive approach to security involves helping our customers secure their identities,
apps and data, devices and infrastructure and is inclusive of the technologies that you currently
use. We act on the intelligence that comes from our security-related signals and insights, and
foster a vibrant ecosystem of partners who help us raise the bar across the industry – helping to
securely enable our customers’ digital transformations.
• We have the largest compliance standards and certifications portfolio in the industry.
• We invest in local infrastructure (datacenters) to help meet unique data residency, sovereignty,
and compliance requirements.
• We believe you own the data that you put into the Microsoft Cloud, which is “your data.”
We invest heavily in our technology, people, and processes to help ensure that your data is private
and protected from unauthorized access, both internally and externally.
• Gartner has recognized Microsoft as the only vendor to be positioned as a leader in Gartner’s
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a Service, Application Platform as a Service, Cloud
Storage Services, and Server Virtualization.
The CSP Solution
With our CSP programme, you will have access to cloud-based solutions including Office 365,
Azure, Dynamics CRM Online, and EM+S.
Windows 10: Build your services practice on the best Windows ever. Deployment is the
first step to adding higher value security services.
Office 365: The desktop applications your customers know and love, including
Excel and Powerpoint, available across multiple devices, anytime, anywhere.
 icrosoft Dynamics 365: Microsoft’s cloud based CRM business solution that
M
enables you to market smarter and sell more effectively.
EMS (Enterprise Mobility + Security): Manage & Secure mobile devices, apps and
files across all platforms to enable your customers to work securely wherever they are.
Microsoft Azure: Help your customers grow with greater efficiency and be more
responsible to change with this flexible cloud platform.
Software is moving to the cloud and subscriptions – Microsoft is leading the way and
working with partners such as Tech Data to help you build profitable cloud practices.

Formerly a division of Avnet
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Why Tech Data for CSP
We have put significant investment into our Tech Data Cloud programme. Our specialist
Microsoft Cloud Solutions account managers, business development managers,
marketing and technical specialists are ready to help you make the move to Microsoft
CSP and unlock the benefits of moving to a hybrid Cloud Services model.
Our specialists can help you make the move in a number of ways:
Enablement: Our team will help you understand your options and the best path for you in
moving to Microsoft CSP; whether you want to talk through your choices with an expert or get
access to training and specialist resources such as webinars we’re here to help.
Expertise: We’re here to assist you with Windows 10 and to grow your CSP business. Our range of
expertise through Tech Data Cloud means we can support you in a broad variety of areas, including
business planning, marketing, technical and professional services.
Value Added Services: Tech Data can assist with Click-to-Run and 3rd party ISVs to add to
profitability. Once you’re up and running on Microsoft CSP you can easily manage your Cloud
sales via the Tech Data Stream One platform, our platform will also enable you to offer your
own white labelled Cloud Services environment.
Support: Our Customer services centre is open 24 hours a week online, or standard working
hours over the phone. You can process returns and check warranty information via our After
Sales Management tool (ASM), and TD Activate-here, our most recent initiative, makes it really
simple and profitable to buy and deliver top-selling Microsoft software to end-customers.
StreamOne
StreamOne is a key component of Tech Data Cloud. StreamOne is Tech Data’s unique
provisioning, billing and end user lifecycle management stage for consumption and
subscription based Cloud services. It enables you to enter the Cloud market quickly and easily.
StreamOne makes selling and managing subscription licenses easy. It enables IT resellers
and service providers the ability to provision, bill and manage software licenses on
behalf of their customers via a robust, simple to use online platform.

VELOCITY – the fast way to get your CSP sales moving
Velocity is Tech Data’s very own CSP Accelerator that makes it really
straight-forward to get up and running with the programme. It puts you
in the driving seat and shows you the way to get to a Microsoft cloud
competency fast.
There are Velocity streams for Office 365, Azure and the Enterprise Mobility
+ Security (EMS) suite, and for sales, technical, and marketing. Tech Data
get you onto the right track and put you on-track to success, so you can hit
the ground running and start generating revenue as soon as possible.

Talk to our Tech Data Cloud specialists about delivering
new margin-rich Cloud services for your customers.
Call 01256 788 121 or email CSP@techdata.co.uk
>>>>>>
techdata.co.uk
techdata.co.uk
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Case Study – Think4 IT Solutions
When Robert Gibbons founded Think4 IT Solutions, his vision
was clear: to provide IT services to businesses in a way that
works for them.
With many of Think4’s customers selecting to consume and pay for services including online
support, antivirus and connectivity on a monthly basis, Robert was frustrated that he could
not offer the same payment terms for Microsoft software licensing without forfeiting the billing
relationship. Office 365 was attractive from a technology perspective, but it didn’t make
commercial sense as the only way to pay was for customers to be invoiced by Microsoft directly.
That’s until he realised that the Tech Data StreamOne online software platform would offer Think4
the ability to resell Office 365 and Azure through the Cloud Solution Provider Programme (CSP)
whilst preserving the billing relationship they had with their customers.
“I’ve worked with Tech Data for 8 years,” says Robert, “and our businesses have evolved together.
I was delighted to hear that they would be offering Office 365 via the CSP programme on
StreamOne because it meant I could give my customers the Cloud software that they wanted and
protect the close relationships that my team has worked so hard to build.”
An Honest Approach
From an end customer experience, Office 365 is simple to use but the licensing and operational
tools involved in taking two-tier CSP to market were not entirely straightforward.
“It took a lot of time, investment and effort to bring Office 365 and Azure to StreamOne.” says
Sean Taylor, one of Tech Data’s Microsoft Solutions Architects, “We weren’t the first distributor
to market but that’s because we were thorough and wanted to take a thoughtful and
considered approach to rolling the service out. Think4 were one of the first partners to go
through the onboarding process with us, and it’s thanks to their feedback that we’ve put
in place the code updates and facelifts that have resulted in hundreds of resellers selling
tens of thousands of seats to their customers.”
This attention to detail throughout the process worked for Robert too.
“Tech Data gave me the same quality of service that I offer my customers.
Sean took the time to come and see me and made sure he understood how I
wanted Office 365 to work for my business on the StreamOne platform – from
how I wanted my team to sell licenses to how I wanted licenses provisioned,
and from how I wanted to produce reports, to the day on which I wanted to
invoice my customers. He listened and then worked to put everything in place.”

Tech Data has the dedicated expertise, the experience and the tools
to be your trusted advisor and partner of choice for Microsoft CSP.
To find out more call 01256 788 121 or email csp@techdata.co.uk

Formerly a division of Avnet
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PROJECTORS

Mark Ivens explains how resellers can help customers choose the right projector

Projecting the right image
‘A picture is worth a thousand words.’
Whether presenting new ideas, a sales
pitch, a company profile or staff training
material, a few visuals can enhance the
most carefully chosen words. But what’s
the best way to deliver the image?
As ever, the art of selling is to start off
by asking the right questions. There are
several considerations for you to guide
your prospects through as you help them
find the right projector for their needs.
1 What size image do they want to
project? Different projectors are capable
of projecting different size images.
2 How much space is available? While
space in meeting rooms and training
rooms should not be an issue, it’s always
worth checking. Space in syndicate rooms
and living rooms can also vary widely. In
such cases your customer should consider
the focus function, a short throw or even an
ultra-short throw projector.
3 Will the projector be a fixed
installation or moved from location to
location? Fixed on a podium or hanging
from the ceiling are popular choices but
won’t suit every application. Projectors
may need to be moved from room to
room, locked away when not in use or
even taken outside the building for mobile
presentations, sales pitches, events or
holiday homes. In these cases, size and
weight become important criteria.
Consider whether the projector will
simply need to be loaded into a car
or whether it will need to be carried
some distance, on the train or the tube.
Consider also exactly who will be carrying
it. When it comes to portability, there are
medium weight options – around 3kg for
a traditional style projector – and ‘Pico’ or
pocket projectors that weigh 350g or even
less. The Philips PPX4010, for example,
weighs an incredible 83g. Projectors this
light can be carried around at all times in
your laptop bag.
4 What sort of light conditions will be
present when the projector is in use? In
most cases, your customer will be able to
control light conditions via light dimmers,
curtains or blinds, but cinema conditions
may not always prevail. If your customer
is carrying a projector into a variety of
scenarios they have to be prepared for
the unexpected. In these cases, the
brighter the better. Projector brightness
is measured in lumens, so a projector

technologyreseller.co.uk

The Philips PicoPix
PPX4010 pocket
projector.
www.project-your-life.com

with 3,000 lumens will project a brighter
image than one with 2,000 lumens. In a
dark room this will not be important but
in daylight conditions it could make a big
difference. In general, the bigger or brighter
the room the more lumens you should
recommend. However, if your prospect also
wants portability or mobility there will be
a trade-off between size and weight, as
smaller, lighter products don’t have such a
high lumens specification.
This is a good time to mention LEDs
and bulbs. Some projectors use LEDs as
the light source. Such projectors don’t
get so hot and don’t require such heavy,
noisy fans to cool them down, so they can
be built smaller and lighter. LEDs will last
longer than a bulb, typically 30,000 hours,
longer than the lifetime of the projector.
Bulbs will deliver a brighter image but
will need to be replaced from time to
time. If you are trying to steer a customer
towards an LED projector then the cost of
replacement bulbs will help your case.
5 What connections will your customer
require? These days most devices can be
connected via HDMI and it is useful to have
several HDMI ports if your customer is going
to be regularly switching between TV source,
DVD player, games console or anything
else. It is also worth asking about any other
connectivity requirements, like VGA and
WiFi. Wirelessly connecting to a source
like a smartphone or tablet is a good way
of sharing on a big screen all the digital
content that people collect: photos, videos,
movie clips, training material, YouTube clips
and other web-based content.
6 Last but not least, what resolution

will your customer need? There are a few
4k projectors available for customers with
a higher budget. Alternatively, there are
plenty of HD projectors on the market.
These days everybody wants a bigger
screen; whether at home or at work, they
want more impact, more excitement and
a more dynamic, immersive experience,
whatever they are watching. The plethora of
flat screen TVs available serve the market
well, but once they get to 65 inches or
larger, they become particularly expensive.
A good quality projector will deliver an
immersive, large screen experience that
TVs cannot match. And for mobility or
portability the projector is the only solution.
Here, in my opinion, are some
interesting projectors it’s worth taking a
closer look at:
n Philips Screeneo 2.0; pretty much
unique for its lounge-friendly Ultra ShortThrow delivery of a 100” HD image from
just 44cm away from the wall.
n Epson EB-S31; Long Throw office
projector delivers 3,200 lumens for less
than £300.
n ACER Predator Z650 Full HD Gaming
Projector; a striking design and short
throw projection make it ideal for gaming
in bedrooms.
n Philips PicoPix PPX4010; no bigger
than a computer mouse and weighing
only 83g, yet capable of delivering a 100
lumens, 120in image. Perfect to keep with
your laptop for impromptu presentations.
n Sony VPL-VW 4K projectors; with four
in the range, costing from £5,849 to
£50,000, there’s something for everyone
who needs 4K resolution.

These days
everybody wants
a bigger screen;
whether at
home or at work,
they want more
impact, more
excitement and
a more dynamic,
immersive
experience,
whatever they are
watching
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EVENTS

More Reasons to sell Windows
If you sell Windows Pro Devices, have you checked
A device for every need and budget
The device market continues to grow at an exponential pace as customers become aware of the efficiency,
security and productivity benefits that come with new
Windows 10 Pro devices.
Whether your customer is focused on affordability, innovation or style, there’s a Windows 10 Pro device to fit
their needs. Select from a range of high-quality, versatile
devices with built-in support for touch, stylus, voice recognition, mobile broadband and more – on form factors from
a small, thin 2-in-1 laptop to ruggedized tablets.

It provides channel incentives, including cash rebates
and co-op marketing funds, to participating resellers for
qualifying purchases of Commercial Devices preinstalled
with Windows Pro.

Choose from an extensive portfolio of Windows
10 Pro devices

By purchasing Windows Pro Devices, eligible resellers
can earn incentives and get valuable device sales training
and marketing materials to help grow their business.

Tech Data offer our customers exceptional product
choice with thousands of devices from the leading manufacturers available for next-day delivery.

Lenovo ThinkPad T460 20FN

Lenovo ThinkPad 13 20GJ

Lenovo ThinkCentre M700 10GT

Lenovo S510 10KY

PART CODE: 3733622

PART CODE: 3953887

PART CODE: 4047671

PART CODE: 3953774

Lenovo V110-15ISK 80TL
PART CODE: 3953646

HP 250 G5

PART CODE: 4003760

Talk to your Account Manager today about how to start earning money
on your sales of Microsoft Windows Pro Devices!

All orders that you place will be subject to acceptance in accordance with Tech Data’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Supply
24
available on its website (www.techdata.co.uk) or available on request. All 0871 calls cost 10p per minute plus network charges.

01732 759725

Tech Data recommends Windows.
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10 Pro Devices

out the OEM Reseller Incentives program?
Gold

Gold

PART CODE: 4003756

HP 250 G5

PART CODE: 4003757

HP 250 G5

HP EliteBook x360 1030 G2

HP 840 G3

Dell Vostro 3586

Dell Vostro 3586

Dell Latitude E5570

Dell Latitude 5480

Toshiba Portégé Z30-C-16H

Acer TravelMate P259-G2-M-59Q6

Fujitsu LIFEBOOK A557 (15.6”)

ASUSPRO B8430UA Ci7 (14”)

PART CODE: 4097586

PART CODE: 4155763

PART CODE: 4138611

PART CODE: 4165695

PART CODE: 4170369

PART CODE: 4106914

PART CODE: 4141871

PART CODE: 4165695

PART CODE: 4104587

PART CODE: 3944825

Formerly a division of Avnet
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All In ONes

Immersive experience
Unveiled at CES 2017, the HP ENVY
Curved All-in-One 34 is claimed to be the
world’s widest all-in-one. This new version
has more computing power for immersive
media experiences and a 34in diagonal
Technicolor Color Certified Ultra WQHD
micro-edge display that floats above an
integrated four-speaker sound bar tuned
by Bang & Olufsen. The AIO also features
a pop-up HP Privacy Camera that is only
visible when in use. www.hp.com

EDITOR’S CHOICE AWARD
HP : SPROUT PRO G2

Projected touch display
The new Sprout Pro G2 by HP is an
immersive all-in-one PC combining a
PC, projector, hi-res cameras, Touch Mat
and 2D and 3D capture capabilities.
The Full HD projector projects onto a
2.2mm thick, 20-point capacitive Touch
Mat display that supports input from four
hands simultaneously. It comes with an
Active Pen, allowing pressure-sensitive
digital inking for annotation and design.
The Sprout Pro also features an Intel Core
i7 processor, 1TB of SSHD storage, up to
16GB of RAM and NVIDIA GeForce GTX
960M graphics for faster 3D scanning.
www.hp.com

Glare-free
The newly redesigned HP EliteOne 800 G3
is the first commercial AiO with optional
dual-facing cameras and an optional nonglare touch screen. The 23.8in diagonal
full HD screen has a micro-edge bezel and
thin profile. It also features 7th Gen Intel
Core processors, optional Intel Optane
memory and SSDs and Intel HD Graphics
or optional AMD Radeon discrete graphics.
www.hp.com

Not a tower
in sight

HP Sprout Pro G2

Tayla Ansell picks her favourite
alternative PC designs

Superior sound
Dell’s new XPS 27 AIO with a 4K Ultra
HD (3840 x 2160) edge-to-edge touch
display and its business-class sibling, the
Precision 5720, deliver the best sound
available in an AIO with 10 built-in speakers
pumping out high-fidelity audio at 50w
per channel. The Precision business model
delivers more performance options with
Intel Xeon processors, AMD Radeon Pro
graphics capable of powering VR and
Independent Software Vendor
(ISV) certifications for top
programmes like AVID and
SolidWorks. www.dell.co.uk

Thin-bezel design
The new ASUS Zen AiO ZN270IE has a 27in
Full HD display driven by NVIDIA GeForce
940MX graphics. The space-saving ZN270
has edge-to-edge glass with a narrow bezel
and a wide viewing angle. It is available
with 10-point multitouch and features
a 7th Gen Intel Core i7 processor, up to
16GB of DDR4 RAM and a Harman Kardon
quad-speaker audio system.
www.asus.com
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From desk to studio
Microsoft’s Surface Studio turns a desk
into a creative studio. The 28-inch, ultra-HD
4.5K PixelSense display has a Zero Gravity
Hinge, which allows the screen to sit at a
20-degree angle, ideal for sketching, writing
and designing with a Surface Pen and
Surface Dial. www.microsoft.com

New iMac on the horizon?
A new range of Apple iMacs are
expected to launch in the second
half of 2017, according to a report by
Digitimes. The products are expected
to be upgrades of the 21.5in and 27in
models. There are also rumours of a
‘server-grade’ model for the high-end
market, which the report says will feature
‘Intel’s Xeon E3-1285 v6 processor,
16-64GB ECC RAM, up to 2TB NVMe
SSD and a latest discrete
graphics card’.

01732 759725

ALL IN ONES

Quiet operation
Acer has announced two new all-in-one
desktops, the 27in Aspire U27 and 23.8in
Aspire Z24, with 7th Gen Intel Core
processors and up to 32 GB of DDR4 2400
MHz memory. The 2017 iF Design Awardwinning Aspire U27 boasts an ultra-thin
0.5-inch chassis, a diamond-cut v-shaped
metal stand and Acer’s LiquidLoop fanless
cooling system for quiet operation. The
Aspire Z24 is even thinner (0.4 inches)
and comes with discrete NVIDIA GeForce
940MX graphics and an optical drive.
Both devices use Acer BlueLightShield
technology to reduce the emission of blue
light and Acer Flickerless technology to cut
down on eye fatigue. www.acer.com

Cylindrical desktop

Stay connected
Dell has added the OptiPlex 5250 AIO to
its 5000 series lineup. The device features
a 21.5in wide viewing angle WLED display
with Full HD resolution; up to 7th Gen
Intel Core i7 processors; up to 32GB of
DDR4 at 2400Mhz memory; and six USB
ports, including a side USB 3.1 Gen 1 with
PowerShare, which charges other devices
even while the system is powered down. An
optional ten point multi-touch screen allows
users to interact with tasks.
www.dell.co.uk

Mobile creativity
Desktop power
The fourth generation of the HP ZBook
Mobile Workstation delivers desktop
power in a sleek mobile design.
Developed for creative workers, such
as filmmakers, designers and artists,
the devices boast a number of
security features, including HP
Sure Start Gen3, the industry’s
first self-healing PC BIOS with
comprehensive encryption, strong authentication, malware protection, data protection,
identity assurance and threat detection and response.
The HP ZBook line-up includes models for a variety of applications. The HP ZBook 17, for
example, can be configured with optimal horsepower and graphics cards to bring VR content
to life, while the premium HP ZBook Studio comes with extended battery life of up to 16.5
hours. The smallest and lightest model, the HP ZBook 14u, is just 2mm thick and weighs
1.64kg. www.hp.com

On-the-go studio

Challenging traditional perceptions of
how a desktop PC should look
and operate, Samsung launched
the ArtPC Pulse towards the end
of last year. It has a cylindrical,
modular, full metal design and an
embedded ambient pulse lighting
band, which provides colour-coded
notifications of events, such as
a new email. Features include a
6th generation Intel Core i5 or i7
processor; AMD Radeon RX460
GPU; up to 16GB of memory; a 1
HDD module, plus 256GB SSD for
faster load times and performance;
and a 360° Harman/Kardon
speaker. www.samsung.com/uk

Small and sleek
The HP Elite Slice is proof that desktop
computers can be small and sleek. The
first modular commercial desktop with
cable-less connectivity, it measures 6.5
x 1.38 x 6.5 inches and weighs just over
1kg. Customers can opt for a factory cover
or stackable options with extra
functionality such as the
Collaboration Cover
or Wireless Charging
Cover. There is also a
choice of stackable
modules, including an
Audio Module and ODD (Optical
Disk Drive) Module. www.hp.com

Creative canvas
Not a desktop per se, the Dell Canvas
connects to a PC to provide an additional,
horizontal surface for creative and
collaborative work. The 27in QHD Adobe
RGB display has 20 points of touch
recognition and includes a pen for more
precise work. Dell Canvas is developed in
partnership with Microsoft and powered
by virtually any Windows 10 device. Ideal
for content developers and designers, it
plugs seamlessly into software solutions
from Adobe, Autodesk, AVID, Microsoft,
SolidWorks and other partners.
www.dell.co.uk

The Wacom MobileStudio Pro is a new line of lightweight mobile computers for CAD
artists and professional creators of 2D and 3D content. They come with Wacom Pro Pen
2 pen technology featuring four times higher pen accuracy and pressure sensitivity than
previous versions, enhanced resolution, leading-edge graphics and a 3D camera. There
are six configurations to choose from – four 13.3in models and two 15.6in models – all
bundled with Windows 10. www.wacom.com
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Retail therapy

Technology Reseller talks
to Carl Oxley, managing
director of Westcoast Retail,
about how the company’s
merchandising team can
help UK retailers improve
efficiency and maximise sales

Westcoast Retail is part of Westcoast,
one of the UK’s leading distributors.
With annual sales of approximately
£500 million, it is responsible for about
25% of Westcoast’s total UK sales of £2
billion.
Westcoast Retail was originally an
HP house specialising in hardware, but it
now supplies many other major brands
including Apple, Samsung, Microsoft and
Toshiba and has diversified its offering
to include much more than laptops and
printers.
Since 2005, when it acquired IT
consumables specialist Orion Media
Marketing, Westcoast Retail has been
supplying printer consumables. More
recently, it has taken on accessories for
major brands. So, as well as supplying
Apple iPhones, it can provide a full range
of accessories including cases, cables and
chargers.
The aim, according to Westcoast
Retail managing director Carl Oxley, is to
help retail customers become more of a
‘one-stop-shop’, while also generating
additional business for Westcoast.
“I believe we’re number one in retail.
We are still growing year-on-year and
there’s plenty of opportunity with new
products, new ranges and new customer
opportunities,” he said.
Added value
Westcoast Retail’s growth is not purely the
result of its expanding product range. For
Oxley, it is also testament to the added
value that the company and its 26-person

merchandising team can bring to retailers.
“Most people can move a box from
location A to location B. It’s what else we
can do that makes all the difference,” he
said.
“To do the value add, a retailer has
to want to work in partnership with you.
Some do, some don’t. For those that
do, value add means working with them
collaboratively in terms of stock, sales,
forecasting, rate of sale, store breadth,
distribution, quantity of products on peg.
How do we improve the sales density of
that product on that shelf? How do we
take stock out of the supply chain while
not affecting availability?
“We work with major retailers to make
sure the in-store theatre is as good as it
possibly can be for the consumer. When
they go into a particular store, for a
particular product, is it on shelf and, if it’s
an electronic item, is it powered on and
showing demo content? Does it have the
pricing ticket? Does it have the technology
spec? Does it have any POS around it?
Does it have the box to take to till? Is the
stock available? Are there the accessories
to go with it?
“If you haven’t got all that right and
instead have half a dozen tablets or
laptops, not powered on, so that they are
black boxes that all look identical, just
with different price points, it doesn’t help
the consumer. It makes for a more difficult
and complex shopping experience and all
that happens is the consumer goes away
confused and doesn’t make the purchase.”
The model Oxley aspires to is the

Most people can move a box
from location A to location B.
It’s what else we can do that
makes all the difference
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Apple Store. “If you go into an Apple
store, it’s beautifully merchandised, very
well laid out; there are plenty of staff, all
very knowledgeable and you can always
get help and assistance. It’s a great
environment because all the products
are working; you can demo them; you
can try them. It’s a nice in-store shopping
experience. Our merchandising team works
with the retailer to create an experience as
close to that as we possibly can,” he said.
The last 50 feet
A key part of improving the shopping
experience is ensuring that the product is
on the shelf and not stuck in a back room.
Oxley calls this ‘the last 50 feet’ and says
that in retail on-shelf product availability
is often only 90%, not because it is not in
stock, but simply because it has not made
it onto the shop floor. That, he says, results
in about £4 billion in lost sales every year.
To help retailers improve their sales,
Westcoast Retail has a number of funded
heads or implants – Westcoast employees
who work for a particular retailer and liaise
with Westcoast Retail on forecasting and
stock replenishment to ensure the right
stock goes to the right stores at the right
time.
“Sometimes stores have different
systems that may not talk together
properly or may not have the right
communication with the promotional team,
so you could end up with stock going
to the wrong stores, which would mean
there’s not enough to replenish the better
selling stores. We work collaboratively
to make sure we get the right amount
of stock to the stores that have the best
chance of selling it,” he said.
Gaining control of stock distribution
brings a number of additional benefits to
retailers. For example, if Westcoast Retail
can reduce the amount of stock in the
supply chain, without affecting inventory, it
could help a retailer’s working capital and
cash flow position.
“It’s about working with retailers to
understand their order frequency from us,
to understand what they are doing, why
they are doing it and how they are doing
it and seeing if we can help them improve
that cycle,” explained Oxley.
“Rather than ordering a large quantity,
then ordering nothing, then a large
quantity, then nothing, which can also put
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Consumer demand is soft, and that leads to pockets of inventory. You have to order the next
range of stock before you’ve even sold this one, or know how it’s going to sell
pressure on their own resources, e.g. the
amount of trucks they would need to book
it into their DC, collect it and then ship it
out, we create a better equilibrium. Instead
of spikes in the order process, retailers end
up with better availability on-shelf, in-store,
which leads to an automatic increase in
the rate of sale.”
Stock counts
Oxley adds that the management of stock
levels can also be improved through store
visits and stock counts by Westcoast
Retail’s merchandising team.
“One of the issues any retailer may
face is what we call ghost stock. If the
system says you’ve got five units, but
you’ve sold none and you truly are out of
stock you’ll never get your stock replaced,
because the system says you’ve still got
some. These differences can occur if items
are stolen, misbooked or just miscounted.
By zeroing the system or bringing it back to
the true stock position, it will automatically
replenish and give you a chance to sell
your product,” he said.
Maximising sales opportunities and
removing unnecessary expense is essential
at a time of rising prices caused by the
weak pound, which has seen a laptop that
used to cost £329 rise in price to £379.
“Consumer demand is soft, and that
leads to pockets of inventory. You have
to order the next range of stock before
you’ve even sold this one, or know how it’s
going to sell. Getting that balance right
between what we believe the new forecast
might be for Q3, when Q2 is soft and you
still have Q2 volumes to go through, is
one of the greatest short-term challenges
facing manufacturers and retailers,” Oxley
explained.

New growth areas
One way to counter weak demand is to
target high growth areas. Traditionally,
Westcoast Retail has gone ‘narrow and
deep’ with its favoured brands, supplying
the cheapest HP mouse and the most
expensive HP server and everything in
between. Moving forward, there is a clear
strategy to expand into new product
categories and product areas.
“One exciting new area is the Internet
of Things, something like an Alexa, which
now becomes a usable hub. There’s
speculation that Apple will be bringing out
its own version as well. People who are
in the Apple ecosystem of products know
that when you get the product out of the
box and turn it on it works, so that product,
if the rumours are right, could be quite
successful.
“This is an exciting area, but what does
automation in the home actually mean
and what will most people be prepared to
adopt? Will home automation extend to
the doorbell? Will people buy an iKettle?
Or light bulbs that change colour by
remote? Out of all the home automation
that potentially could come, how much
are people really going to use to automate
their home? A big unknown today is how
big this market could be in the future.”
Arguably, this uncertainty and
unpredictability is all the more reason why
a retailer might want to take advantage
of the value add that Westcoast Retail
can provide. Not only to make the buying
experience as simple and straightforward
as possible for the consumer, but also to
ensure that the retailer has products on
the shelf and in its stores where demand
is highest.
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SMART TECHNOLOGY

Hady Abdelnour, co-founder of Smarke, explains why bunches of keys
are destined to become historic artefacts

Goodbye keys?

The future of workplace access

Access to your
building, home,
car and/or
office will be
controlled by a
central hub that
runs face, eye or
other biometric
detection

Hady Abdelnour,
co-founder,
Smarke
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However smart your office or home may
be right now, in the future it will contain
many more connected products to
enhance both convenience and security.
In a recent article, Business Insider
predicted that by 2020 the number of
smart home/office devices shipped will
be in the region of 200 million per annum,
up from approximately 80 million in 2015.
Products will include smart appliances,
smart energy equipment and smart home/
office safety and security systems.
What are the implications for the future
of workplace and home access?
Clearly, over time, heavy bunches of keys
will become interesting historic artefacts!
It’s likely that our voice-activated virtual
assistant will control almost everything in
our property, including opening the front
door. This will be achieved via a merger of
Face Recognition or other biometric data
with Artificial Intelligence and fixed hardware.
Achieving this will require a
standardisation in the way locks and doors
are delivered to market. Millennials and the
digitally affluent will drive the consolidation
of a variety of approaches into one universal
standard with a secure digital touch point.
Already, innovative companies are
introducing products that will replace
antiquated keyholes, peepholes and
doorbells, including smart locks, sensors,
monitors, cameras and alarm systems.
August Smart Locks, for example, sells
digital keyless door locks and doorbell
cameras that enable the property owner to
provide third party remote access to their
office or home.

Safety & convenience
A key challenge is the connection of these
front- and back-end technologies with
other devices. They need to be able to
exchange data, while maintaining a high
level of cyber security.
Security and convenience are the two
most important issues. Homes and offices
have to be secure to prevent unwanted
access, while at the same time allowing
us to enter without an overly complicated
process.
The property Access and Safety market
will end up being dominated by those
devices that can connect and integrate
seamlessly with other home and office
technologies, offering maximum security,
alongside simplicity and convenience. This
is important because all home devices will
ultimately run in an invisible background
mode, controlled by an overall intelligent
system such as Amazon Echo or Google
Home.
We’re already getting closer to this
perfect synergy, with products like
Smarke’s smart access solution, which
can be used as a standalone product or
integrated with other smart home hubs.
Smarke focuses on allowing people to
access their buildings and properties using
their mobile phones – and to share this
access with others.
Smart locks will be part of a broad
property safety and access module
incorporating locks, external cameras and
possibly even drones that detect people
who are nearby.
Future smart homes and offices will
incorporate doors with built-in smart
locking mechanisms and smart doors,
possibly working on magnetic fields
between the frames. Access to your
building, home, car and/or office will be
controlled by a central hub that runs face,
eye or other biometric detection.
Smart locks are a step on the
journey to a future of connected locks
that communicate with other connected
devices via one truly smart hub. Such
hubs will be controlled by autonomous
intelligent software and monitored by users
via their mobile app or wearable devices.

Building access and safety technology
will be one function of an end-to-end
multi-functional smart home system
controlling multiple sub-devices via
software and protected by strong cyber
security controls.
It is too early to predict accurately
which type of connectivity these
access and safety products will use to
communicate between themselves and
other external devices, but the race is
already on between Wifi, Bluetooth, Mesh
network standards such as Zigbee and
W-wave, and other newcomers. Look out
for mobile operators trying to make a
comeback on connectivity.
When it comes to access, a
controlled lock will run in a back-end
mode. Alongside this, front-end external
cameras and drones will run multiple step
processes, continuously monitoring activity.
Once the system detects and finds a face
trying to enter the property, it will run a
facial recognition and identification test.
If the person is identified, the system will
decide autonomously whether to grant
access or not based on its data, or it will
ask the tenant for instructions. The tenant
will be able to monitor these activities
instantly and interfere at will.
Right now, the technology isn’t fully
ready for homes and small offices.
However, it is already used in high security
facilities such as banks, military restricted
zones, corporations and government
institutions. The challenge is to make it
commercially available for office/home
use and with the same level of security in
place. It is just a question of time. In due
course, we will enter our offices feeling as
if we’re actors in a sci-fi movie.
Hady Abdelnour is co-founder of Smarke.
Smarke’s smart lock solution allows
property managers, hosts and guests on
platforms such as Airbnb and HomeAway
to share secure, scheduled access to
their rental property with their guests –
instantly and remotely, through the mobile
app. No key required.
www.smarke.com
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26th September 2017
QEII Centre, Central London

eWorld
Procurement & Supply
REGISTER FOR FREE ONLINE
www.eworld-procurement.com

What is the future of procurement?
eWorld Procurement & Supply is
visiting the QEII Centre, London again
this autumn – on Tuesday 26th
September with an information packed
day helping procurement, supply chain
and finance professionals keep up to
date on the latest, innovations,
technologies and best practice.
At the next eWorld event, you can meet and
share experiences with over 250 of your peers,
completely FREE OF CHARGE, while accessing a
full day’s programme of inspiring keynotes,
real-life case studies and interactive workshops.
The programme for 26th September has a
strong focus on the impact on procurement
post Brexit and covers other topical issues such
as Blockchain, automation, procurement
metrics and dealing with uncertainty.
Headline sponsor:

Highlights include:
Opening Keynote from Dr John Glen,
Director, Centre for Customised Executive
Development, Cranfield University, will
examine some of the significant economic
trends that have already started to take shape
since last year’s shock referendum result,
translating these into the likely outcomes of a
‘hard’ Brexit and highlighting the key risks
that procurement professionals need to start
building into their future strategies.
Hear case studies from your peers at
Transport for London, Air Products, Achilles,
St Mungo’s, Purchasing Insight and more on
better ways of working and tried and tested
routes to success.

Media partners:

REGISTER NOW FOR FREE:

www.eworld-procurement.com
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Accelerate your Microsoft
The Microsoft Cloud Solutions Provider (CSP) programme enables you to provide Microsoft Cloud products
on a monthly subscription basis to your customers whilst owning the provisioning, billing and overall
management of your customers. Interest in Microsoft cloud solutions continues to grow and for many
Microsoft Partners, CSP has already become a strategic part of their business.
And it could be a part of yours too!

Why choose Tech Data for CSP?
Tech Data has been closely involved in the Microsoft Cloud
Solutions Provider (CSP) programme from the very start. We’ve
helped scores of partners get onto the platform and get their
Microsoft cloud sales rolling.
DEDICATED, EXPERT SUPPORT
We have a ten-strong dedicated CSP team and can give you all
the advice and assistance you need to start providing Microsoft
Cloud products on a monthly, subscription basis to your
customers. They will support you every step of the way – and
with two Solutions Architects in the team, we can help on any
technical issue.
TAILORED TRAINING
Our Velocity programme will help you get moving with CSP –
fast! We run frequent CSP and Cloud Bootcamps and workshops
to provide you with the understanding and skills you need to sell,
deliver and manage customers with confidence.
PROFESSIONAL MARKETING
We’ll help you generate new business leads to ensure you get
your Microsoft CSP business off to the right start – and that you
can build on your initial success.

As a CSP partner you’ll make 15% on average and Microsoft
also pays managed resellers a 12% rebate – so there is no
question that you can make money by selling CSP.
All software is moving to the cloud and subscriptions
– and Microsoft is leading the way. You need to make
sure that you take the initiative with your customers and
become their provider of Microsoft cloud software.
Working with Tech Data on CSP gives you a simple,
quick and profitable way to do that.

“Tech Data has the same approach to customer
service as us. When I pick up the phone; I know
I’ll get through to knowledgeable people who
can give me an answer. When I need a price; I
know they’ll be competitive. It’s a people-based
relationship which, as more things become
automated, is a differentiating factor.”
Tim Mears,
Managing Director,
Axon IT

EASY MANAGEMENT AND BILLING
With our StreamOne aggregation platform, managing and billing
is made easy. We track usage and feed the information to you
every month.
PROVEN SUCCESS
As noted above, we’ve already helped scores of resellers get
onto CSP and get their sales moving. We been there, done it
and bought the tee-shirt. If any distributor can help you make a
success of CSP, Tech Data can.

Formerly a division of Avnet

All orders that you place will be subject to acceptance in accordance with Tech Data’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Supply available on its
32 (www.techdata.co.uk) or available on request. All 0871 calls cost 10p per minute plus network charges.
website

01732 759725

INTERVIEW

CSP sales with Tech Data
Velocity – the fast way to get your
CSP sales moving
Velocity is Tech Data’s very own CSP Accelerator that makes it really
straight-forward to get up and running with the programme. We’ll put
you in the driving seat and show you the way to get to Microsoft cloud
competency fast.
There are Velocity streams for Office 365, Azure and the Enterprise Mobility
+ Security (EMS) suite, and for sales, technical, and marketing. We’ll get
you onto the right track and put you on-track to success, so you can hit the
ground running and start generating revenue as soon as possible

“Tech Data gave me the same service
that I expect to offer my customers. They
understood how I wanted CSP to work
for my business – right down to how
I invoice my customers – and worked
hard to put that in place.”
Robert Gibbons,
Think4 IT Solutions

We support you with named Business Development Executives and you’ll
also have access to our Solutions Architects and CSP Specialists.

Marketing as a Service – getting your CSP business into gear
Marketing as a Service works in harness with our Velocity programme and is designed to give your Microsoft cloud
business some real momentum. While your sales and technical teams gets up to speed on Microsoft cloud solutions
and CSP, we work with your marketing people to put together effective go-to-market plans and activities that will raise
Clifford Norton,
awareness in your target market and generate new business leads and opportunities for you.
We have pre-defined packages that they you can choose from and we’ll help you every
step of the way- from concept, through production and execution and management.
Everything is carefully co-ordinated to achieve maximum impact.

managing director,
Channel Telecom

We have already run the programme with around 20 partners and achieved
some great results.

“First of all, we want to say a huge thank you for
supporting us with this project. With your support, it has
really helped a little company like ours to explore different
marketing options, so thank you for that.”
Anna Shone, Apex Computing

Tech Data has the dedicated expertise, the experience and the tools
to be your trusted advisor and partner of choice for Microsoft CSP.
To find out more call 01256 788 121 or email csp@techdata.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEW

EDITOR’S CHOICE AWARD
BROTHER : CUSTOM UI

Customisable UI
Brother has launched a customisable
scanner user interface so that channel
partners can target customers with complex
document management needs in the
healthcare, education and legal sectors.
Available on versions of Brother ADS2800W and ADS-3600W scanners, Custom
UI enables the control panel to be modified
to suit a customer’s specific workflows.
The ability to add graphics and photos, for
example, can make it easier to find specific
folders or shared drives on the device itself.
www.brother.co.uk

What’s New
Curved clarity
MMD, brand license partner for Philips
monitors, has added the 34in 349X7FJEW
to its line-up of curved displays. The 1800R
curvature and UltraWide 21.9 format
provide plenty of room for multi-tasking,
while CrystalClear Quad HD resolution
delivers fine detail and total clarity of
reproduction. The display is height- and
tilt-adjustable and has a LowBlue Mode
setting that reduces harmful shortwave
blue light. www.mmd-p.com
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Infinity Display
Launched at the same time as Samsung’s
new 5.8in Galaxy S8 and 6.2in S8+
smartphones with bezel-less Infinity
Display, the Samsung DeX Station docking
unit enables a Galaxy S8 to be used with
a larger HDMI-compatible monitor and fullsize keyboard and mouse. Adaptive Fast
Charging (AFC) technology charges the S8
while it is connected.
www.samsung.com/uk/

Flexible document scanner
Fujitsu subsidiary PFU (EMEA) Limited has
unveiled two new A3 document scanners,
the fi-7700 and fi-7600. The fi-7700
offers both ADF (Automatic Document
Feeder) and flatbed functionality, ideal for
fragile or oversize documents. The fi-7600
comes with dual fold-out operating panels
to support left-to-right and right-to-left
scanning. With scan speeds of 100
ppm/200 ipm (A4 landscape, colour,
200/300 dpi), both models are optimised
for centralised scanning of up to 30,000
documents per day.
www.pfu.fujitsu.com/en/

Chargeable and durable
The B.Unlimited 3.0 wireless desktop
set from CHERRY comprises a keyboard,
featuring SX keys with scissor technology
and abrasion-proof laser-etched key cap
characters, and a three-button mouse
with infrared sensor switchable between
1,000 and 2,000 DPI. The B.Unlimited 3.0
connects to the included USB receiver over
a 2.4 GHz wireless connection within a
maximum range of ten meters. 128-bit AES
encryption protects the transmission of
data signals. www.cherry.de

Digital shelf edge
SignStix and Selectronic have collaborated
on a digital shelf-edge solution that
combines Selectronic digital shelfedge screens with SignStix’s cloudbased platform for content delivery.
The solution enables retailers to deliver
promotional campaigns to product
shelves and merchandising areas in any
store, anywhere in the world. Users can
deploy new content and switch between
campaigns in a matter of seconds.
www.signstix.com

Point and capture
Software company ABBYY has introduced
Real-Time Recognition technology that
enables ‘instant’ text extraction from
documents and objects included in live
video streams from smartphones and
mobile devices. Applications based on the
ABBYY Real-Time Recognition SDK (software
development kit) can pull text from onscreen objects and automatically convert
it into data. The conversion takes place
directly on the mobile device and within the
mobile application. www.abbyy.com

Drive and charge
Aircharge and the BMW Group have
signed a global deal to provide a Wireless
Charging Case for iPhones that enables
BMW users to charge their iPhones through
the new in-car wireless ecosystem debuted
in the BMW 5 Series Sedan. The Aircharge
case is currently available for iPhone 6, 6s,
6 Plus, 6s Plus, 5, 5s and SE models.
www.air-charge.com
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WHAT’S NEW

New display format
Power-cut proof
The iViTiON lightbulb gives the reassurance
of electrical light even in a power cut. When
mains power is interrupted,
it automatically switches to
battery operation, providing
three-hours of back-up
lighting. The iViTiON,
currently being trialled by
ScottishPower’s distribution
arm SP Energy, shines with
the brightness of a regular
60-watt bulb but uses
up to 80% less energy.
It requires no special
installation or wiring. www.ivition.co.uk

LG’s new G6 smartphone has a 5.7in
QHD+ FullVision display and, for the first
time in a smartphone, an 18:9 screen
aspect ratio. The larger screen area
is claimed to offer a more immersive
experience than conventional 16:9 aspect
ratio displays for viewing videos and
playing games. Other features include
dual 13MP rear cameras, including a
125-degree lens on the wide angle; a 5MP
front camera with an expanded 100-degree
field of view; and IP68 water and dust
resistance, meaning that it can survive
immersion in 1.5 metres of water for up to
30 minutes.
www.lg.com

Smart intercom

Connected hand dryer

Space-saving signage

Plug-and-play display
NEC Display Solutions Europe has unveiled
a new generation of E Series entry-level
professional displays. The sixth generation
features a slim bezel design and an
integrated USB media player for plug-andplay standalone operation. The displays are
available in screen sizes of 32, 43 and 55
inches for the S-IPS panels and in sizes
from 50 to 65in for the S-PVA panels.
www.nec-display-solutions.co.uk

Secure hard drive
iStorage has launched a new range of
USB 3.1, PIN-authenticated, hardwareencrypted portable Hard Disk Drives (HDD)
and Solid State Drives (SSD). The company
claims that Enhanced Dual Generating
Encryption (EDGE) technology makes the
diskAshur, diskAshur SSD, diskAshur PRO,
diskAshur PRO SSD and diskAshur DT
the most secure HDD/SSD and desktop
drives on the market. In the event of an
automated hacking attempt, the drives
enter a deadlock frozen state, rendering
any attack useless. Other security features
include a Self Destruct Feature and
Unattended Auto-Lock Feature.
www.istorage-uk.com
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Syed Ahmed, founder and MD of hand
drying technology manufacturer SAVORTEX
(best known for his appearance on The
Apprentice), has teamed up with Intel
to launch a smart, revenue-generating
hand dryer for corporate washrooms. The
IoT-enabled adDryer incorporates a screen
that can be used to display corporate
messaging or paid-for advertisements.
www.savortex.com

Cost-effective connectivity
Spitfire has launched an FTTC (Fibre
to the Cabinet) Ethernet service with
full Quality of Service (QoS) SLAs for
VoIP for only £99 a month. The new
offering bridges the gap between basic
broadband and pure fibre Ethernet
circuits, which SME customers can
find hard to cost-justify. As the FTTC
service supports both voice and
data connectivity, it can replace two
broadband circuits used separately
for voice and data, making it a price
competitive alternative for customers.
www.spitfire.co.uk

Swift
scanning
Canon’s new imageFORMULA Flatbed
Scanner Unit 102 enables users of Canon
imageFORMULA scanners to capture
images from the flatbed unit and scanner
ADF in one operation. Use of the same
driver enables them to combine several
documents from both sources in a
single file, including images from bound
documents, books and fragile media
(up to A4). www.canon.co.uk
nello is a software and hardware solution
that lets users unlock doors remotely
via an app or by voice through Amazon
Alexa. It provides apartment dwellers with
keyless entry and allows them to give
remote access to delivery companies,
service providers, visitors or Airbnb guests.
Customers just need to connect a nello
one smart lock to an existing intercom unit
which they can then control through the
nello cloud. www.nello.io
Optoma has added four
ProScene ultra short throw
(UST) laser projectors to
its DuraCore line up. The
400UST series includes
standard and interactive Full
HD 1080p and WXGA models offering
4,000 ANSI lumens and up to 20,000
hours of uninterrupted operation in full
brightness mode. Capable of projecting an
image over 100 inches in size, the 400UST
series is ideal for signage applications
where space is limited, such as in shop
windows or retail displays. Interactive
models with TouchBeam finger-touch
technology add interactivity to any surface.
www.optoma.co.uk

Smartphone photo printers
New from Exertis are the KODAK Photo
Printer Dock, which produces water- and
finger-proof photo prints from
a docked phone or camera,
and the KODAK Photo Printer
Mini, which prints directly from
a mobile phone or tablet via
Wifi. The KODAK Printer Dock
includes a paper tray for 4 x
6in, postcard-sized media,
while the pocket-sized KODAK
Printer Mini produces 2.1 x
2.4in credit card-sized photos
and stickers.
www.extertis.co.uk
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UC EXPO 2017
Review
Tayla Ansell reports from Europe’s largest
unified communications & collaboration
(UC&C) event
UC Expo 2017 took place on May 17-18 at ExCel
London, providing a showcase for the latest in unified
communications and attracting more than 5,800 visitors.
Record attendance figures are testament to the growing
importance of unified communications (UC) for businesses as
they attempt to meet the demands of the modern workforce.
In a survey of 900 IT leaders and CIOs by business
communications provider Fuze, 97% agreed that workplace
technology will have to ‘drastically change’ in the next five
years. Almost two thirds (63%) expect to have adopted UC by
2022, with 62% believing that video will replace voice-based
communication over the same time period.
A number of new technologies that could shape the
workplace of the future were on show at the two-day event.
Here, we present a selection of those that caught the eye of
Technology Reseller.
UC EXPO 2018 returns to ExCeL London on 16th and 17th
May 2018. www.ucexpo.com

Intuitive interface
The new Pro Series touchscreen,
exclusively distributed by Sahara PLC,
was a highlight of the Clevertouch stand.
The 65in Capacitive Touch Display
provides collaboration and screen-sharing
capabilities and requires no set-up or
calibration. The LUX interface delivers
a familiar experience, akin to using a
smartphone or tablet, with all the features
you use on a daily basis accessible from the
home screen with just one touch.
www.clevertouch.com

UK launch for pascom
pascom GmbH, a developer of enterprise
VoIP UCC (Unified Communications and
Collaboration) phone systems, exhibited
at UC Expo to increase its visibility in
the UK market. Formed in 1997, the
German company is an established UC
solutions vendor across the D-A-CH
market and has 20 years’ experience in
upgrading business communications. It
recently revamped its channel partner
programme and launched a UK-hosted
PBX, providing UK customers with a full
featured, cost effective cloud telephony
platform. www.pascom.net

New flagship for Snom
Snom, which will be expanding its current
portfolio of desk phones throughout
2017, was showing a new flagship phone,
the Snom D785, and a new generation
of conference phones. The D785 has a
larger display; a high resolution second
screen for paperless extension or rich
presence display; USB and Bluetooth
support to connect with all major headsets
and the WLAN network; and optimised
speakerphone audio quality. The C520-WiMi
conference phone features two detachable
microphones that can be placed wherever
desired, ensuring participants can be
heard even in large conference rooms.
The microphones are completely wireless
and charge up when placed in the docking
station. www.snom.com
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Enterpriseclass camera
The ConferenceSHOT
AV EnterpriseClass Conferencing
System from Vaddio
integrates an HD PTZ
camera and audio
conferencing mixer
into a single USB
3.0 device, easily
expandable with two microphones and an
external speaker. It supports all major UCC
soft clients including Skype for Business,
WebEx and Google, and incorporates the
Vaddio Remote Management system for
remote monitoring, management and
control of a distributed camera network.
www.vaddio.com

Quick content creation
Avocor announced an update to its
whiteboard and collaboration software,
Avocor Note by Nureva. Developed in
partnership with the software development
team at Nureva, Avocor Note allows anyone
to create professional looking content
with ease and, taking advantage of the
Windows Share charm, export sessions
into other Windows 10 applications. It also
fully integrates with Nureva’s cloud-based
Span solution, making it possible to start
a whiteboarding session in Avocor Note
by Nureva and then move content into the
Span ideation solution. Avocor Note by
Nureva is included as standard with all
Avocor interactive displays.
www.avocor.com

Share and collaborate
CTOUCH introduced its new interactive
whiteboards, Leddura 2Share and 2Meet.
Leddura 2Share allows users to view up
to four sources at the same time, with a
live quad picture view and wireless screen
sharing from any device. Leddura 2Meet
is a complete collaborative meeting room
solution and room booking system that
supports videoconferencing, content
sharing, multi-touch and voice recognition.
https://ctouch.eu
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Master the meeting room
In the Future Tech Demo Zone of UC
Expo, visitors got the chance to see
demonstrations of the cloud-powered,
all-in-one Cisco Spark Board, which uses
ultrasound wireless pairing technology to
recognise and greet presenters as they
approach it. Multiple participants, including
remote workers, can draw on the whiteboard
together, with work saved to a shared team
space. A 4K camera, microphone array
and VoiceTrack technology support high
quality video conferencing, with the ability
to drag and drop a call from the board to
a smartphone so that it can be continued
on the go. The Cisco Spark app enables
control of the board from a PC, Mac, tablet
or smartphone. www.cisco.com

Skype meeting
interoperability
Meeting room technology specialist
Audeo showcased solutions from StarLeaf,
including the new Skype for Business
interoperability service, Medley. The entirely
free service enables anyone from inside
or outside an organisation to be invited to
join a Skype for Business meeting, with no
need for additional hardware, downloads or
plug-ins. This means that third-party video
systems from Cisco, Lifesize and Polycom,
for example, can be connected to a Skype
Meeting. The organiser just has to invite
skype@starleaf.com to the meeting and
StarLeaf Medley automatically responds
with third-party endpoint dial-in instructions.
www.audeo.co.uk • www.starleaf.com

Wall-mounted UC

Collaboration console
Crestron presented its new tabletop meeting room system, Mercury.
The all-in-one console turns meeting
rooms into effective collaboration
spaces by combining the conferencing
and collaboration features employees
need, along with the fast, secure cloud
deployment and management required by
IT managers. Users can present content
wirelessly, using the built-in Crestron Air
Media wireless presentation gateway;
make phone calls from mobile devices
or standard SIP phone systems using
the built-in speaker and microphones;
and collaborate with colleagues from a
laptop or dedicated in-room PC using any
softphone and any web conferencing or UC
application. A built-in occupancy sensor
enables facility managers to collect room
usage data. www.creston.eu

Revolabs, a subsidiary of Yamaha
Corporation, demonstrated the Yamaha
CS-700 Video Sound Collaboration System
for the first time in the UK. Ideal for huddle
rooms with limited tabletop space, it brings
together audio, video and collaboration
capabilities in a wall-mounted system. Key
features include a Revolabs beam-forming
microphone array to capture speech,
four Yamaha speaker elements for high
quality audio and a wide-angle camera
that captures everyone in a room. The
CS-700 connects via USB to your chosen
UC platform, such as Microsoft Skype for
Business, Cisco Spark, Vidyo and WebEx.
www.revolabs.com

One touch conferencing
The new Konftel 300IPx simplifies
conference calls, removing the confusion
and complexity that can come with
them, especially on multi-party calls.
For example, with the supporting Konftel
Unite mobile app, it takes just one click
to start or join a meeting. The Konftel
300IPx boasts high quality Omnisound HD
audio clarity; SD call recording; a built-in
bridging function; connectivity options for
wireless headsets, extra microphones and
loudspeaker equipment; and a USB port.
It is compatible with Skype for Business,
Cisco, Avaya and other meeting
solutions.
www.konftel.com

Huddle room camera
AVer showcased
its new Ultra HD
4K Huddle Room
Camera, the CAM340.
Compatible with a
number of popular
applications, such
as Skype for Business, Zoom, BlueJeans
and GoToMeeting, the camera offers a
94 degree wide-angle lens; 4x zoom and
pan-tilt capability; a built-in uni-directional
microphone; and easy plug-and-play with
a single USB 3.0 cable. Additional features
include a built-in TV mount, Kensington
slot, privacy camera shutter and support for
an optional remote control.
www.avereurope.com
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Dry-erase whiteboard
capture
Kaptivo transforms a standard dry-erase
whiteboard into an online collaboration
tool. The micro-optical camera is mounted
on the wall above the board and identifies
and extracts important content, ignoring
shadows and reflections. A live image of
the whiteboard can be shared remotely
to any web browser on any device, with
all board changes captured and archived
automatically. An entire meeting can
be saved and shared as a multi-page
presentation, eliminating the need to take
notes or photos of the whiteboard.
https://kaptivo.com

Customisable app-ready
media phone
Yealink’s stand showcased the recently
launched T58V Smart Media Phone
featuring a 7in touchscreen, HD camera,
built-in Bluetooth, Wifi connectivity and
support for up to 16 SIP accounts. Based
on the Android 5.1.1 operating system, the
T58V has a built-in browser and
the option of third-party app
installation for customisation
to specific user
requirements.
www.yealink.co.uk
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DIGITAL SIGNATURES

Sign of the times
New research suggests consumer demand is driving the uptake of digital signatures
Digital methods of doing
business are no longer
viewed as a ‘nice to have’
by consumers or business
what do your customers expect?
professionals but as an
absolute necessity, with
almost 90% of consumers
wanting the option to complete
transactions digitally.
This is one of the core findings of new
research commissioned by DocuSign, the
pioneer and global standard for eSignature
and Digital Transaction Management
(DTM). The research, available in the
eBook, What do your customers expect?,
also reveals that more than 60% of C-Level
executives expect businesses to offer
digital options for completing transactions.
Scott Olrich, chief strategy and marketing
officer at DocuSign, said: “If companies
aren’t already going digital to accelerate the
process of doing business internally, they
need to do so for their customers. Today’s
consumers demand the ease, speed and
convenience of doing business digitally, and
if your organisation doesn’t, they will find a
modern business that does.”

The digital

business:

The research reveals growing
dissatisfaction amongst consumers for
traditional communication methods and
for businesses that rely on them:
n 62% of consumers don’t feel
comfortable sending important or sensitive
paper documents through the post; two in
five have had a document lost in the post
in the last 12 months;
n 59% of consumers believe that
organisations using legacy processes, such
as paper forms, are outdated compared to
their peers that are digital; and
n 57% of consumers would choose to
interact with companies that offer digital
methods of completing transactions over
those that stick to paper-based processes.
While executives lag slightly behind
consumers in the move to digital, they
are starting to recognise its importance
to their own customers and the future of
their businesses, with 85% citing digital
transformation as a top priority for their
organisations.
The top three areas of business that
C-level executives aim to improve by going
digital are all customer-centric:

n 52% are looking to digital to improve
their Customer Relationship Management
(CRM);
n 51% are focused on enhancing customer
service through digital means; and
n 46% are aiming to improve client
satisfaction and the client experience with
digital technologies.
Despite their intentions many
businesses still face obstacles to digital
adoption, including lack of funding (46%)
and the need to modify infrastructure before
implementation (54%).
There is also evidence of poor
planning and collaboration, with 44%
of senior decision-makers undertaking
digital projects without consulting their
IT departments. Only 29% of business
leaders have had a digital project proceed
without red tape from another department
Almost all executives (92%) agree that
their organisation could be doing more to
go digital and as a result, more and more
organisations are creating chief digital
officer roles to drive collaboration and
success across departments.
www.docusign.co.uk

Of those who said they would be open to
using e-signatures:

38%
36%
26%

Qualified approval
A separate survey by Adobe
shows growing interest in
digital signatures, despite
some reservations
Despite the abundance of new
technologies at our disposal and
frustration with of traditional paperbased processes, Brits still have an
emotional attachment to handwritten
signatures, reveals new research by
Adobe Document Cloud.
In its survey of 2,002 UK consumers,
86% claimed that signing documents still
holds a huge sense of importance to them
when it comes to giving their consent and
proving their identity.
However, there are signs that people are
becoming more open to the use of digital
signatures, with 49% saying they would be
comfortable using digital or e-signatures in
the future.
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34%
31%
29%
28%

s ay using e-signatures is
less time consuming;

	like the convenience of not
needing to find a pen;

	think e-signatures will help
them approve things on any
device; and
t hink e-signatures will help
them approve things on
the move, across multiple
devices.

Over a quarter of respondents said
e-signatures could be good for signing
contracts and official work documents
(28%) with a further 27% saying they
could be used to give another level of
authentication on the goods they purchase.
A further 16% said that using e-signatures
could save themselves and their employer
money.
Even so, Adobe’s survey shows that
people still have reservations about using
e-signatures:

	feel e-signatures can be
easily copied;
	don’t think they are secure;
and

	say they are untrustworthy
because people don’t check
them properly.

These findings support another recent
European study from Adobe Document
Cloud highlighting the fact that office
workers currently waste significant amounts
of time on office admin, with almost one
day a week being devoted to everyday tasks
(average 6.8 hours). More than six out of ten
European workers (61%) said that chasing
signatures was adding to their frustration.
Three quarters (77%) of UK workers say
that the technology is extremely valuable in
helping to achieve higher productivity and
freeing up time.
More than six billion digital and
electronic signature transactions are
processed through Document Cloud each
year, using Adobe Sign to electronically sign
and send documents from any device.
www.adobe.com
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Your Business, Your Process, Your Information
featuring

Solutions

Wednesday 21st June 2017
Ibis London Earl’s Court (ILEC)
Time To Transform Your Information Processes?
With the global economy finally gaining
momentum but still highly unpredictable, now
is the time to review how your information
processes and systems can be better leveraged to
support and accelerate your business objectives
for the next five years.

featuring

If you are considering business process decisions,
this year’s AIIM Forum UK will identify and
explain the most significant trends and latest
innovations to improve your information strategy
- this year featuring 365 Solutions. Hear expert
advice from Atle Skjekkeland, Senior VP, AIIM
and Industry Analyst, Alan Pelz-Sharpe who
has appeared on the BBC, CNBC, ABC as an
expert guest, plus many of the industry’s most
innovative thinkers.

Solutions
featuring

And best of all...

ENTRY IS FREE

WHEN YOU REGISTER ONLINE!

featuring
www.aiimforum.co.uk

Qualifying delegates will learn how effective
information systems can:
• Integrate communications across multiple
channels
• Improve frontline service and customer loyalty
• Reduce process costs without sacrificing quality
• Minimise legal & financial risk
• Exploit mobile, cloud & social technologies
• Gain competitive advantage
• Build sustainable growth

Solutions

365 Solutions

Including complimentary hot drinks, lunch & afternoon networking drinks!

Sponsors for
2017 include:

silver sponsor
IN CONFIDENCE

Get Involved! Sponsorship Opportunities are still available: Please contact
Deborah Ward-Johnstone
technologyreseller.co.uk

on 01892 820936 or deborah@revolution-events.com quoting Ref:A17
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The right stuff
Kodak Alaris is attempting to make the transition from a hardware company
to a software and services-led business. Technology Reseller finds out how
from Siddhartha (Sid) Bhattacharya, VP of Global Marketing for the Kodak
Alaris Information Management division
and the opportunity to upgrade equipment
more frequently than they might have done
in the past.
The launch of Kodak Alaris’s new
scanners and improved software (see
below) gave Technology Reseller the
opportunity to find out more about this
strategy from the man himself.

Siddhartha Bhattacharya

The starting
point for the
ecosystem is the
bigger narrative
around data
chaos; it’s all
about turning
that data chaos
into business
opportunity.
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As key enablers of digitisation, scanner
manufacturers are agents of their
own destruction. The more successful
they are at facilitating the transition
to paperless processes, the less the
need for their products – or for their
hardware, at least.
In this respect, companies like Kodak
Alaris face many of the same challenges
as printer manufacturers, with whom they
are linked by a shared dependence on
paper – for input in the case of scanners
and for output in the case of printers.
It is fitting therefore that the man
responsible for defining and implementing
the company’s new marketing strategy,
Siddhartha (Sid) Bhattacharya, VP of
Global Marketing for the Kodak Alaris
Information Management division, should
have spent 14 years with Xerox, where he
helped launch the company’s ConnectKey
MFPs and solutions platform.
Currently, well over 80% of Kodak Alaris
revenue comes from scanner hardware,
including services relating to break-fix and
maintenance. However, just like Xerox, it
is attempting to evolve from a hardwarefocused company into more of a software
and services-led business.
To facilitate this transition, it has
developed a new marketing approach,
the Alaris IN2 Ecosystem, and is actively
developing partnerships to increase
revenue from an expanding portfolio of
professional and managed services, like
its new leasing solution that provides
customers with an alternative to the
outright purchase of scanners and services

Data chaos
Sid Bhattacharya started by explaining
that in an era of data chaos, with
exponential growth of both structured and
unstructured data, in which organisations
use or analyse less than 0.5% of the
data they hold, Kodak’s raison d’être is
to solve the problem of big data. It is
doing this by focusing on the notion of
information capture, rather than just image
capture, and its use in essential business
processes through easy integration with
other software solutions.
“The starting point for the ecosystem
is the bigger narrative around data chaos;
it’s all about turning that data chaos into
business opportunity. The fact that data
is growing exponentially, not just paper
but digital documents, not just structured
data but unstructured data, and the fact
that it is coming from multiple and diverse
sources – MFPs and scanners, tablets,
mobile apps – mean that for many of our
customers, the question is not whether
they should make the journey to digital
transformation but where and how to
begin. That is the problem we are looking
to alleviate with the launch of the ecosystem,” he said.
The Alaris IN2 Ecosystem is built upon
three of the company’s key strengths:
1 Science – its decades of R&D and
IP in capture, recognition, extraction and
integration;
2 Technology – Kodak Alaris has won
the Buyers Lab Inc (BLI) Scanner Line of
the Year for two years running (2016 and
2017) and has more BLI Picks (23) than
any other scanner manufacturer; and
3 Partnerships – the development and
delivery of new services through technology
partners and system integrators.
Kodak Alaris is bringing all three to

bear in the development of solutions
for five horizontal applications common
to businesses and organisations in all
industry sectors – mailroom automation,
records management, forms processing,
on-boarding and accounts payable.
“We feel the expertise we have with
our scanners and our software and
our partners really helps us take our
customers on the information capture
journey. Our scanners, software and
services work in an integrated way with our
solution partners. Through our eco-system,
we allow customers to deal with different
documents and formats; to identify index
information; to route documents to the
business process; and to lower their costs
and increase their ROI,” Bhattacharya
explained.
By focusing on information and
business processes, rather than scanning
per se, the Alaris IN2 Ecosystem is
extending the company’s reach in an
attempt to future-proof Kodak Alaris and
its partners.
“We understand the fact that paperbased workflows are declining, though
they are still more than 50% of many of
our customers’ business operations and
processes. The eco-system and technology
expertise we have to offer are as relevant
and important to workflows that originate
digitally as they are to workflows that
originate with paper,” he said.
Getting it right
Bhattacharya adds that, taken together,
the three elements of the ecosystem –
Science, Technology and Partners – deliver
three end-user benefits:
n The Right Fit: “We are able to offer
information capture that is seamless to
customer businesses. We have trusted
partners to deliver the right solution; we
have best-in-class scanners, ranging from
desktop to high value production models;
and we are able to work in the customer’s
environment to optimise their overall
investment,” he said.
n The Right Experience: “This is
about ease of use, the user experience,
everything we offer in terms of easy
management and set-up and the fact
that we can bring in a set of services that
allows remote monitoring and inspection
to make sure that our scanners are up
and running and to handle preventative
maintenance, as and when required.”
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n The Right Results: “Through the ecosystem we expect to be able to offer our
customers a higher ROI and a lower cost
and, at the same time, the highest quality
of captured data. If that initial capture is
not of the highest quality and reliability,
anything that happens to the data in the
rest of the workflow is going to be sub-par.
Our imaging excellence and optimised
scanning allows more accurate information
capture and minimal rework.”
A new breed
The Kodak Alaris partner network clearly
has a central role in delivering on the
promise of greater productivity, reliability,
efficiency, scalability and simplicity. While
Kodak Alaris is investing in training and
a plethora of sales tools to help existing
resellers on what Bhattacharya calls ‘the
journey of information capture’, it also
aims to work with a new breed of partner.
“The partners we had in the past were
more traditional Kodak hardware partners.
We still trust them, we still rely on them,
but as we make the shift to more of a
software and services-led organisation,
there needs to be a change in the types of
partner we deal with. That’s a journey – it
is not going to happen overnight – and
to help with it we are investing a lot in
portals, in sales training, in demo days,
in making sure the partner understands
the ecosystem and what role they might
be able to play as they embark on this
journey,” Bhattacharya explained.
“We are looking for partners who are
selling more on value and less on process;
partners who are looking not just to churn
the business with existing customers who
have scanners that they renew every two
or three years. We are looking to own the
business process, rather than just being the
scanner in the business process. In order
to own it, we are looking at a number of
different elements beyond just capture – it’s
about extraction; it’s about optimisation; it’s
about analysis and insight.”
Bhattacharya added: “Our unique
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perspective on this is based on imaging
science – that is our USP; that’s what
makes us stand out from everyone else
in the market place. We are taking the
legacy of our expertise in imaging on
the hardware side and applying it on the
software and services side. That’s the
key change we are trying to make as we
embark on this ecosystem journey.”
Product announcements
Bhattacharya says the fruits of this new
approach are evident in the company’s
latest product announcements, which
bring productivity features previously only
available on high-end scanners to lowerend desktop devices.
n Kodak Capture Pro (supplied with
scanners in a light version with an
upgrade path to standard and network
versions) now features intelligent exception
processing, which spots when a required
element, such as a signature, is missing
and automatically spits out the offending
document at the scanning stage. Previously,
this would not have been spotted until the
validation process, after which the operator
would have had to spend time finding the
original document and removing the digital
scan from the workflow.
Another useful enhancement is
intelligent barcode reading , which, by
managing scanner profiles and other tasks
in the software rather than on the scanner
hardware, extends barcode recognition to
smaller desktop devices such as those you
might find in a GP surgery reception. The
ability to recognise a barcode and link it to
a patient record in the EMIS system, say,
cuts down on the amount of manual data
entry required.
For batch scanning jobs, Kodak
Capture Pro features Intelligent Job Select,
which lets users employ programmable
patch code separator sheets to separate
jobs stacked in a feeder and automate the
application of different scan settings for
each one so that operators don’t have to
change scanner profiles manually.

n Info Input Express, which captures
documents from multiple channels (e.g.
local scanner, centralised scanner, MFP,
smartphone, email attachment) for use
in a workflow, is now HTML5 compatible.
This gives users the ability to embed
capture within an MFP with a web browser
for scanning straight into a document
workflow.
n i4000 series scanners now feature
metal detection to prevent staplers and
paper clips damaging the scanner and
the scanned document, which might be
the only original. This helps maintain the
highest image quality for downstream
efficiency and improves productivity by
reducing the likelihood of jams and the
need to re-scan.
Future plans
Prospective and existing resellers will have
the chance to find out more about the new
ecosystem, what it means for them and
how it is impacting product development
at a series of roadshows Kodak Alaris is
holding throughout EMEA later this year.
Meanwhile, Bhattacharya says that
he is working fast and furious on the
expansion of the eco-system.
“Early in the fall, you will likely see a
new set of distributed capture scanner
hardware; you will see some new software
solutions being launched; potentially a
couple of services that build on the new
capabilities in our hardware, focusing
on remote monitoring and remote
maintenance; and new solutions from our
partners.
“This time next year, there will be a
bigger announcement, focusing more on
the software platform we are trying to
build and how we apply our Alaris image
science optimisation across the process,
from optimisation, classification, extraction
and validation of information
to its routing into business
systems like CRM or ERP or
into repositories, either in
the cloud or on-premise.
We are looking to offer
a host of micro
services with our
service platform,
which is going to
help us stand out from
the competition and really
solve that bigger problem
of data anarchy in the
customer environment. “
Find out more at
www.kodakalaris.com/
b2b/ecosystem.

We are taking
the legacy of
our expertise in
imaging on the
hardware side
and applying it
on the software
and services side
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60 seconds...

60 seconds...

with Richard Carter,
Director of Channel Sales, Nimans

What’s currently having the greatest
impact on your business?
The growth in cloud services. We’ve still got
a very solid traditional PBX business, but
there’s no doubt that hosted telephony is
growing very fast. Microsoft’s acquisition
and subsequent promotion of Skype for
Business has been a key driver, as has
BT throwing its weight behind the market.
As a result, our business with ITSPs is
really ramping up as we serve fast-growing
demand for platforms like Skype, Asterisk
and Broadsoft.
Where do you see the next big
opportunity?
The cloud is going to be transformational.
The opportunity is for us to further
embed Nimans as the go-to distributor
for endpoint supply and all the logistics
and support that go around that. That’s
why we created the Nimans Logistics
Engine. I see it as a game-changer for
resellers and ITSPs. It automates the entire
ordering process, replaces the need for our
customers to run a warehouse, arranges
shipping and provides auto-provisioning
and estate management services.

What would make your day job easier?
I’m not sure anything would. I’m blessed
because being in this business we get
access to the latest communication and
collaborations tools and that makes my life
easier and more productive.
I would, though, be grateful if I could
spend less time staring at stationary
bumpers. Our road network is a source of
constant frustration.
What’s the best bit of business advice
you’ve been given?
There’s no such thing as black and white,
only shades of grey. In business that
applies to most things. There’s not a right
or a wrong, you shouldn’t attach yourself
100% to one course of action, but leave
options open.
If you had a crystal ball, would you have
done anything differently?
No!
Describe your most embarrassing
moment.
No comment!

What was your first job?
Selling long range cordless telephones
before the cellular network was launched.
At the time, they were legal to sell, but
not to use. You attached an aerial to your
house which gave a radiophone a range of
about 40 miles.
What would be your dream job?
Chief taster of Sauvignon Blanc for
Majestic Wines.
Money’s not an issue, what’s your
perfect car...and where would you like to
drive it?
It’s not what or where you drive, it’s how
you drive it. You can read into that what
you will!
Fine dining and good wine, or curry and
a pint?
Fine dining with a plentiful supply of a
classy Sauvignon Blanc.
Favourite holiday destination?
Italy, mainly for the fine dining and wine!
How do you like to spend your spare time?
A good, long lunch is high on the list.
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THE HP Z2 MINI
The world’s first mini workstation designed for CAD users.1

hp.com/go/Z2mini

Next level power
Get twice the power of a
business-class mini PC2 with
an Intel® Xeon® processor to
keep up with the speed of
your creativity.

Designed for the
workspace of the future

Industry-leading
reliability

We packed the performance of a
traditional business-class tower
in a size 90% smaller3 and gave
it looks a designer would love.

Tech issues should never hold
you back.Feel confident using
a workstation certifiedfor the
most popular CAD software.

©2016 HP Development Company, L.P. Intel and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation on the U.S. and/or other countries. NVIDIA is either a trademark or registered trademark of NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.
1. Based on Ultra Small Desktop category of vendors shipping >1M units annually as of October 3, 2016 based on watts, with 4th or 6th Gen Intel processors or AMD Pro processors, integrated VESA mount, VGA, 6 USB Ports, Windows Pro OS
and TPM. 2. Multi-Core is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and clock frequency will vary depending
on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s numbering is not a measurement of higher performance. 3. Based on business-class towers with >1 million units annually as of October 3, 2016 with
performance measured by processor clock speed and ViewPerf12 rating, having 4th or 6th Gen Intel processors or AMD Pro processors, integrated VESA mount, VGA, 6 USB Ports, Windows Pro OS and TPM. hp.com/go/Z2Mini
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